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Campus
Snow prediction: What are

our chances of having a good,
old-fashioned white Christmas this
year?
Those asking that question as they
wait for the cold weather to bring
snow in time for Dec. 25, may be
disappointed, however. "I'd give you
a fifty-fifty chance this year, said
Tony Spicer of the National Weather
Service in Toledo.
Glen R. Frey, meteorologist and
associate professor of geography,
offered no further hope.
"I forecast for up to three days in
advance," Frey said. "You could flip
a coin as well as I could. Weather
bureaus and consulting services will
give predictions, but they're not
really accurate."

by John Kohlstrand
staff writer

Capt. Joe Bums was named Bowling
Green's new fire chief Thursday morning, Mayor Edwin Miller announced,
after more than a six month search.
Chief Burns, who has been with the
Fire Division since 1976. has acted as
fire chief since former chief Jack Gonyer's retirement earlier this summer.
He was chosen over Fire Division Lts.
Jack Ninke and Bill Reinemeyer.
"By his responsibilities over the
years, he probably had more experience than the others," Miller said.
Burns, a former University student,
also attended General Motors Institute
before graduating from the state fire
academy. He has also completed training in arson investigation, safety inspection and emergency medical techniques.
The process of selecting the chief was
an involved one, Miller said.
"We found it would be difficult to find
out who would be best, so we called the
University for help," he said.
The University's psychology department created tests that would find
out how the fire chief applicants would
react under stressful situations.

Cruelty unfounded: The

University police department will not
press charges against members of the
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity following
investigation of an incident in which
evidence suggested that animals were
being treated cruelly.
This weekend police were informed
by the Wood County Humane Society
that several fraternity members
allegedly were playing with gerbils by
using the animals as hockey pucks,
according to Barb Waddell, public
information officer.
Upon investigating, Waddell said
officers discovered the incident
occurred when a gerbil had gotten
loose in the fraternity house and ran
underneath a closet. The students
were trying to flush the animal out
with the hockey stick.
Christian comedian Mike Warnke will
Krform at Sandusky High School on
onday at 7:30 p.m. There is a
donation at the door and the
performance is open to all. Warnke is
sponsored by the Campus Fellowship
and Bible Study of Firelands.
For more information, call 433-4577.

Coats for Kids: The BG

Police Patrolman's Association is
sponsoring a "Coats for Kids" charity
drive. Coats, mittens and scarves can
be dropped off this weekend at the
Huhington Bank on South Main Street
or at the police department. All
donations will be distributed by the
Wood County welfare department to
needy people in the area.

Grads interviewed: All

1989 and 1990 college graduates and
those completing graduate programs
are invited to attend the Greater
Cleveland Growth Association's
annual Greater Cleveland Job Expo.
The Job Expo will be Dec. 19 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Cleveland
Convention Center.
For more information, call (216)
771-5533.

Hanulckah celebrated:

The Jewish Students Group is
sponsoring a Hanukkah party this
evening at 7. Everyone is invited to
the second floor Student Services
Building for the event.

Deadline nearing: The

"I think all three of them agreed that
it was the most thorough interview that
they had ever been through." Miller
said.

Senior Bob Theis (left) listens to David Gideon, professor of technology, theorize about what is causing the interface module to
overheat on the model material-handling system (foreground), in the Technology Building Thursday morning. Theis is working
on the module for his independent study requirement. "I should have been done with this about five weeks ago," said Theis.

by James A. Tinker
staff writer
The University's ROTC program may discriminate against homosexuals because of a U.S. Department of Defense policy — but Faculty Senate has no
plans to challenge Washington.
The University of Wisconsin-Madison faculty senate resolved Monday to ban its ROTC program because of this policy which prohibits homosexuals
from military service, said Jeff Iseminger, U of WM

by Michelle Matheson
slaff writer

The woman's parents were notified and
they took her home.

w

relations specialist.
Wisconsin's Board of Regents will ultimately decide if the ROTC will remain at the Madison campus,
he said.
In 1988 the University of Wisconsin-Madison faculty condemned discrimination against homosexuals,
but allowed ROTC to continue, Iseminger said.
Despite the recent University Faculty Senate
resolution condemning acts of intimidation and violence aimed at homosexuals, there is no movement
among the University faculty to challenge the ROTC
program or its right to remain.

"I am not aware of any movement within the University to pursue any action similar to the University
of Wisconsin (faculty)," said Faculty Senate Vice
Chairman Blaine Ritts.
Senator Elliot Blinn. who initiated the Senate
resolution concerning homosexual discrimination,
said there is little — if any — chance the Faculty
Senate will ever take action against the ROTC program.
"It is very unlikely that any social action will take
place here, no matter what it is," he said.

BG student Deposit clashes avoidable
allegedly
Careful precautions end students' security return problems
suffers rape

Santa poses: The Wood County

Compiled from local and AP
wirereports

"It's going to be quite a challenge,"
said Burns, who has been a Bowling
Green resident since the early '70s.
Burns and his wife, Janice, have a
seven-year-old daughter Veronica and
live at 1454 Rosewood Dr.

Faculty won't challenge ROTC question

City
Humane Society is sponsoring the
Third Annual Pet/People Photos with
Santa on Saturday at Blue Ribbon
Photo in Bowling Green from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The package, including two
poses of 3x5 double prints and the
negatives, costs $10. All photos will be
available for pick up the same day
and Christmas cards and reprints
may be ordered.
For more information call 352-7339.

BG News/Brock Visnich

Tech Erector Set

A University woman was allegedly
raped Wednesday night at the Forrest
Creason Golf Course.
The student had gone to the golf course
by the pond about 10 p.m. when a man allegedly grabbed ana raped her, police
said.
After the alleged rape, which took place
between 10:15 and 10:45 p.m., the suspect
allegedly took several articles of the
woman's clothing and ran off toward the
football stadium.
Police said the student then returned to
her residence hall where she cleaned herself up before she was transported to
Wood County Hospital for a rape test.
The woman did not give a reason for being on the golf course at that hour, police

National Student Exchange Mixer
will be held this evening at 7:30 p.m.
in the Faculty lounge of the
University Union. Tne Mixer will
include students who have previously
been to other schools in the nation,
will be going and those who are at the
University on exchange. The deadline
for exchange as a part of the program
is Feb. 16, said Sue Young,
coordinator of the program.
Anyone interested should call the
Cooperative Education Office at
372-2451.

High 25°
Low 10°

Fire Dept.
chooses
fire chief

BRIEFLY

Christian comedy: The

Weather

The student was unable to give a complete description of the suspect, but said
he was wearing a ski mask and a down
winter coat. The woman also told police
the suspect may have been carrying a
weapon.
Public Information Officer Barb Waddell said no further information currently
is available.
"She had a tough time; we don't want to
pressure her," Waddell said, explaining
toe victim will be questioned again later.
D See Rape, page 7.

Editor's note: This is the final article in a threei>art series on security deposits off-campus students
mustpay.
by Wynne Everett
staff writer

For many students, the idea of losing part or all of their security deposit at the end of a lease is a bad
dream, but the thought of a threemonth court battle for that deposit's
return may seem like a nightmare.
University senior and former R.E.
Management tenant Brad Funkhouser recently emerged from such
a dispute triumphantly with the
court having awarded him a $322.44
settlement.
While Funkhouser's quarter-yearlone court battle is rare, according
to Student Legal Services Director
Greg Bakies, security deposit disputes are not.
Bakies said his office deals with
more than 150 such cases every semester.
The disputes spring from numerous causes, but in at least 90
percent of the cases tenants do not
reel they are responsible for the
damages for which they are
charged, he said.
"Most people will say 'I don't feel
I'm liable," Bakies said.
Student Legal Services recommends several steps student-tenants
can take before or while they are
renting to avoid later problems with

security deposit returns.
First: students should either
choose a landlord who will accept
the standard lease recommended by
legal services, or have their lease
reviewed by SLS.
"You have to check for detrimental clauses that may relieve the
landlord of responsibilities that he
should really assume," Bakies said.
Next: renters should complete a
"move in check sheet" documenting
the condition of the apartment before the students move in.
Some landlords provide these
checksheets themselves, but they
are also available at the SLS office.
"A lot of problems with security
deposits would not happen if this

were done," Bakies said.
Finally: students should choose
apartments more by virtue of the
landlord and the lease available with
that apartment rather than just its
address.
R.E Management General Manager Scott Prephan said he believes
that most security deposit disputes
are caused by students who are firsttime renters and do not fully understand or assume all their responsibilities.
"Many of our renters are coming
off campus for the first time," Prephan said. "They come with the
mentality that life is just like it was
in the dorm. The first time renting is
a learning experience, some take it
seriously, some don't."
Prephan said he also believes
there are steps a renter can take
when signing a lease to help avoid
future security deposit problems.
"To help clear up any gray areas,
we have a list for the students to
read explaining charges before they
sign the lease, Prephan said. "Our
intent is not to have to charge
anyone for anything."
There's always that negative
perception of landlords that's hard
to fight," Prephan said.
Prephan, Bakies and Funkhouser
all agreed the "Landlord Tenant
Booklet" published by SLS and the
office of off-campus housing is helpful in informing students of their
rights and responsibilities concerning security deposits.
u See Deposits, page 7.
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Canes and Coals
E

achyear during the holiday, The BG News
sends those on its Christmas list candy canes
or lumps of coal, depending oon whether they were
naughty or nice throughout theie year.
A busload of candy canes for the University's
successful shuttle service.

A funny-looking candy cane to UAO for bringing a
top notch comedian to the University.
A line of candy canes the length of the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom to the Office of Registration and
Records for ending the drop/add lines by implementing the STAR system.
A lump of coal to all the closed-minded people
who discriminate against homosexuals and a candy
cane to the University government bodies which
are attempting to fight that prejudice.
A candy cane to Denise Van De Walle and each of
her Bowling Green volleyball team members for
winning the Mid-American Conference title, ending
Western Michigan's eight-year reign.
A candy cane, shaped in a three, goes to Fran
Voll and the women's basketball team for winning
their third straight MAC title.
A glow-in-the-dark candy cane to the athletic department for sponsoring a night football game.
A biodegradable candy cane for City Litter Prevention Coordinator Gayle Pearson and the Red
Box Brigade for the city's recycling efforts.
Two lumps of coal to Craig Taliaferro and Kevin
Coughlin for behaving immaturely with all their
constant bickering, arguing and name-calling. This
University needs leadership, not childishness.
A candy cane to University President Paul Olscamp for participating in the President for a Day
fundraiser, allowing him to better understand us by
walking in the shoes of a student.
A soggy piece of coal to the ring of swimmers for
thinking they could get away with stealing University property, and a candy cane to the University
police department for initiating the investigation.
A candy cane also to the city police department
for quickly apprehending a suspect in the murder of
Leslie Keckler.
A candy cane to Faculty Senate for attempting to
increase the benefits for retired faculty members.
A bright candy cane to the University for installing more lighting on campus, making this a safer
place to be after dark.
A lump of coal to professors who refuse to give
out evaluations for their classes, prohibiting student input on their education.
A big lump of coal to the University for refusing
to pay the volunteers of the Campus Escort Service
who night after night save men and women from
being afraid to go to their own home — for free.
A lump of coal to all those who criticize The BG
Nett'switnout understanding everything involved in
the production.

Throngs of desperate people, attempting
Soft, downy flakes of snow drifted slowly
through the crisp December air and settled to gather their last precious gifts to surround
in growing layers on the hard ground. It was the roots of their artificial trees and please
brisk, not cold, and a slight breeze rustled the demanding young ones, moved sluggishly along the slush-covered mall floor.
the evergreens.
The moonlight cast a warm glow across
I stayed on the outer edges of the group
the snow. A portly man with rosy cheeks and
a flowing beard stood in a child's darkened and picked my way through small openings,
bedroom and tousled the hair of the sleeping occasionally squashing a tiny child into the
gray sludge. I hurried along as their cries
boy.
He turned away, took one last bite of an for help grew faint.
A long line of crying children and perturoatmeal and raisin cookie and disappeared
into the clear night to deliver his last goodies bed parents snaked through the mall, out the
doors
and under some barren trees. Birds
to the sleeping children.
As the jingling sleigh disappeared into the who were too dumb to fly south for the winnight, skimming over the trees and rooftops ter chirped gaily and left droppings on the
children's capped heads.
ofa world at peace...
As I slid through the line, an angry mother
BEEP! BEEP! BEEP!
I reached over and slapped my alarm socked me in the head with a bag of gifts.
"End of the line," she growled. "We're
clock. I knocked it to the floor and it continued its high-pitched piercing blasts. My seeing Santa first."
"Yeah," her snotty nosed kid chimed as he
roommate tumped to his feet.
"Die! Die! He dropped a five-pound kicked me in the shin. I stumbled off to the
weight on the alarm clock. It passed away side and watched the store Santa work his
seasonal magic.
quickly with a slight whimper.
I shook the last remnants of sugar plum
Another grimy youngster climbed onto the
visions from my brain and padded through
the living room. For some reason I felt unu- lap of the overfed Santa. His wispy white
sually happy — at peace with myself and the beard was perched unevenly on his chin and
world. I opened the blinds on the living room sweat poured down his face.
Thank God this one wasn't crying and
window and looked out.
The yard was a quagmire of mud from the screaming, he thought.
wet rain. I put on my coat to get the paper.
The wind cut through the layers of fabric
"And what do you want for Christinas,
and raised goose bumps on my skin.
dear boy," said Santa for the umpteenth
Once inside, I quickly dressed and drove to time.
the mall to finish my Christmas shopping.
"Didn't you get my list? It was alpha-

betized and everything. I even had the prices
and quantities on it to save your accountants
some work," the child responded.
"Well," said Santa. "Do you want to add
anything to the list?"
"Sure. I[ want
w
G.I. Joe mobile rocket launchers. I need new jeeps, a couple of tanks,
about 200 new army men, some cruise missiles, an F-16 jet fighter."
"Quite an arsenal," said a surprised
Santa.
"I'm at war with Billy — the kid next
door," the boy replied. "Say, you wouldn't
happen to have his letter on you, would you?
I can offer you a tidy sum for your efforts.''
"Sorry kid. I'm no secret seller," chuckled
Santa. "Is there anything else you want?"
"Um, no. Well, yeah. I wish we'd have
peace on earth."
I wandered away mumbling to myself.
Peace on earth. People moved out of my
path as I mumbled and meandered. Goodwill towards men.
What a moving idea, I thought, as I pulled
out of the parking lot and cut off another
driver. He beeped his horn and I saluted him
with a merry middle finger.
"Merry Christmas!"
Robaugh, a columnist forThe News, hopes
everyone has a good holiday and returns to
the University in one piece. OK, two if you
must.

ViewpointChuck Travis
Christmas not merry for some
And she brought forth her first
born Son and wrapped him in
swaddling clothes and laid Him
in a manger...
Terry Anderson has been held
hostage for five years somewhere in Lebanon. Chains
around his ankles have cut into
his flesh. He sits in his own excrement, held in bondage by
American foreign policy which
will not negotiate with his captors or release frozen assets
which could possibly lead to his
release. Ronald Reagan, whose
mentality has decreed this policy, now appears with the face of
a toasted apple on the thousand
Bints of lights that make up the
levision screens across the nation. And while George Bush, his
successor, tries to show the nation he is not the media wimp
that people say, Terry Anderson
waits alone in desolation.
TTiere were shepherds in the
fields, keeping watch over their
flocks.. .and an angel of the Lord
stood before them...
There is a tenement building
in New York City washed in
filth. The paint is peeling, there
is trash strewn over the floor. A
family of illegal aliens waits in a
shivering room for their father
to come home with supper. Suddenly, the violence of a crack
deal gone awry explodes in the
hall. The father stumbles
through the door, his cranium
blown away; he falls to the floor.

forever outside of the American
dream.
And then the angel said, "Do
not be afraid, for I Bring you tidings of great joy which will be
for all people...
She lies in a hospital bed and is
a skeleton of a woman. Her skin
is blotched with sores and she is
alone. A heroin addict and a
firostitute, she came to the city
rom the great farmlands of the
Midwest to be a star. AIDS is her
only companion now — her
dream of stardom expiring with
every painful breath she takes.
For there is born to you this
day in the city of David a Savior
who is Christ the Lord...
There is a family at a dinner
table. The silence betrays the
pain that inhabits the family.
The mother and father have a
relationship that is characterized by drunkenness and frigidity. Expressions of love and affection are absent and although
the food at the table is bountiful,
the family is starving.
Starving for the ability to
communicate. Starving for feelings of self-worth and acceptance. It is Christmas break and
the son will spend his evenings
at the local bar getting smashed
with his friends and trying to get
laid to fill the ache of his loneliness. And the daughter will
purge herself, sending her hate

and fear swirling down a toilet
bowl with her vomit.
And suddenly there was with
the angel a multitude of the
heavenly hosts...
Swaddled in the clean white
linen of Bellevue Hospital, the
frail child's body trembled. The
child's mother smoked crack
when the child was growing
within her. And now the child is
a crack addict. The mother is
unable to take care of the child,
for crack has destroyed her ability to do so.
Thin veins run blue underneath the child's scalp where an
intravenous needle is dripping a
saline solution. The child s cry is
haunting, with its high piercing
wail. There are a chorus of other
crack-addicted voices in this
hospital nursery which wail
together In misery. The sound
reminds one of the mourning
cries at a funeral.
An elderly black woman shuffles into the nursery. Her irongray hair surrounds her head
like a halo and if there are any

angels that do walk the troubled
corridors of this world. Clara
McBride Hale is one of them.
Her eyes are sheltered behind
steel rimmed glasses and they
are full of strength and compassion for these waifs. She picks up
the child and soothes its squalls
with soft clucking sounds,
"There, there, child, Mama
Hale's here."
Clara McBride Hale is the
mother of an extended family of
children nobody wanted. Since
taking in her first child years
ago, Hale has become known as
a benevolent angel to hundreds
of such children. Her house in
Harlem has been a warm, gentle
place of grace for the refugees of
poverty, neglect and abuse. If
love ever did work in this world,
it works through Clara McBride
Hale.
And the multitude of angels
joined in in chorus and sang"Glory to God in the highest and on
earth, peace and goodwill
towards men and tidings of comfort and joy! "Luke 2:7-14.

Correction
A story appearing Nov. 21 on an Undergraduate Student
Government meeting incorrectly identified Barbara Kopp as a
University psychologist. She is actually a graduate fellow in
psychology.

byJohnBoissy
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LETTERS
Ankney record "unimpressive'

Alcohol and road safety do not mix
Drunk drivers ore menace to all road users, including pedestrians
Dear Students,
You have plans for your life
— goals to reach — a brilliant
future.
So did Linda Lancaster, a
doctoral candidate-at the university of Maine, Orono. On
Feb. 18 of this year, the drunken driver of a pickup truck
struck her down as she and a
classmate walked along a
sidewalk in the campus community. Linda died three hours
later.

walk across campus to ponder
your chances of becoming the
random victim of a drunken
driver. We all carry the same
risk, as did Linda. But with
your help we can —and must —
keep our streets and sidewalks
safe.
Take a stand. Refuse to ride
with an intoxicated driver.
Volunteer to drive a friend who
has partied too much. Write
your congressman to initiate
deterrent legislation against
killer drivers: no time off for
good behavior —no suspending
half a sentence — no plea bargaining.

All her goals and plans for
the future were wiped out in
one senseless moment of drunken violence — a violence our
legisatures have yet to recognize as murder — and our
courts of law waiver over Justice for the victim.

Do something positive, if not
for yourself or for a friend,
then for someone who loves
you.

You have plans for your life
— but, take a moment as you

Keep your future alive
Russell and Eleanor Nichol-
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To the Editor,
I am responding to the
article about the death of
the three high school students Saturday last week.
They died in a car-train
crash in Toledo and the
police think alcohol was
Involved. The thing that is
so terrible is the fact that
the three that died were
brothers and sister. The
guy driving is still alive
and in the hospital. This
situation is so ironic; the
people who died have no
control over the situation
and the one person to survive is the one who was
driving and might have
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The Staff of the University Bookstore
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Shopping List:
1 Babysitters Club
Books lor Jenny
2 Little Sisters Club
Books (or Nikki
3 Sesame Street Books
lor Kyle
4 Dinosaurs lor Patrick
5 BuUetmg Board Idea
Books lor AnQie
6 Cratt Books lor Sandy
7 Pet Care Books lor
Bndgetle
8 Computer Books lor
Aunt Suartne
9 Flash Cards tor
Nephew Nicholas
10 Comics Books lor Matt
...and much, much
more'
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Greenbriar Inc.
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210 N. MAIN

GEORGIA
PEACH

TRIO
Fri & Sat
Dec 8 & 9
*

HOURS: Mon - Sat:
Sunday:

ft

352-9951

Noon 'till 2:30 AM
2 PM 'till 2:30 AM

NO COVER 365 Days

FRIDAY, SATURDAY &SUNDAY ONLY

We will be leasinj I the following locations as of
November 1 1st for the Fall of 1990
•
•
•
•
•

Arthur S. Brecher
Chemistry

HOWARD'S club H
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Debbie Kendziersky & Barb Ryba
GOOD LUCK!

""KA

I was deeply saddened upon
reading Ms. Matheson's report
on the Howie Mandel performance in the Nov. 15 BG News.
His "joke" about wanting to
help the homeless, but not knowing where they live was in pitifully poor taste and reflectedgreat
insensitivity to a needy segment

Sat. 9:00-S::0O

M
>

5?W

2

of our population. I rather won-;
der how many students, staff,:
faculty and administrators .at!
this University might be one'
generation removed: from their'
very poor or homeless parents; '■
parents with dignity ana sensitivity, if nothing materially.

To the Editor,

M-F 8::00-5:KN)

wfjfer

2

Homelessness is serious matter JI

*

GIVE A BOOK FOR CHRISTMAS!

however, reveals a poor confernee record of 16-15-1. Bowling:
Green is third in all-time MAC j
standings. But until Bowline!
Green gets a quality football;
team that plays consistently and >
does not lose to teams like j
Miami, who had the longest los- •
ing streak in the nation, maybe j
people can be proud to say they!
are Bowling Green football fans!
once again. Until then, the ath-!
letic department cannot expect !
the fans to come out and support!
the team. I hope Mr. Ankney can I
prove me wrong next year.
Jay A. Martin
- -{
725 Offenhauer West

Student Service* Bid*,.

-> ■&£ v
■M
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been drinking. I think if
this person was drinking,
he should go to jail for
manslaughter. Because of
his stupidity, a whole family is gone, which is a terrible tragedy. To hear that
three young people had
their lives taken away because of some idiot driving
recklessly is enough to
make me wonder how fair
the world is. I hope that
anyone who reads this article is smart enough to
take a lesson from it and
not let something so tragic
happen again.
Barry Earls
240 Anderson

&***

our graduating seniors

<
«

sons are parents of Lancaster.
This letter was sent to 1,000 universities across the country.

Toledo accident full of irony

KA

KAPPA DELTA WISHES TO CONGRATULATE

<

son
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
Editor's Note: The Nichol-

To the Editor,
How lone to the fans at Bowling Green nave to watch mediocre football? While the University of Toledo fires a quality coach
in Dan Simrell, Bowling Green
finds it necessary to retain head
coach Moe Ankney for another
year. Ankney has just completed his fourth year as head
coach at Bowling Green, compiling an unimpressive 17-26-1. It
should be noted that Bowling
Green has had some fierce competitors, including Washington,
Perm State. Arizona and West
Virginia. Subtracting Bowling
Green's non-conference games,

SCOTCH or SONY
T-120 VHS
VIDEO CASSETTE

3.49

ea.

SOPHIE MAE
PEANUT BRITTLE
8 oz. BOX

TIMEX

Columbia Court Apartments - Additional New Buildings
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 & 560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments • 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

box

ilXl

HCH-

So remfmber

99

TURTLES

$

to ,

3.99

POLAROID
FILM

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
S 224 E. Wooster St.
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CONGRHTULflTIONS!
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CAMPUS FILMS
GAYLE MERKLE
DAVE HUFFMAN
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
ROB BATY
TOM HUGHES
ANGIE HOLTHAUS
BERNADETTE LORENZO
TOD SACKELLA

EXHIBITS

MINI COURSES
SUSAN SCHUEREN

HOORAY!

CHRIS BOHNERT
CRYSTAL HAYNES
KRISTIN HEDLUND
SUZIE PAGE
KELLY SCHAEFER
KIM VIOLA
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PUBLICITY
KARMEN HASWELL
DIANE PROHASKA
PUBLIC RELATIONS
ERIN FANDEL
RAY HOFFMAN
LAURA SANDERS
KELLY WOOD
PUBLICATIONS
DIANE PROHASKA
SCOTT SITTLER
BRIDGET SZANTI

SPOTLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
KRISTI PAYTON
DANIELLE ROMETO

GAMES
CHRISTY FLADING
MICHELLE FRESHLY
NANCY GINESTA

uno

PERFORMING ARTS
BILL BRADNER
THERESA INGRAM
KELLEY KEANE
SELMA PREWITT
SHAWN SIMMONS
AIMEE TRISCH

OUTDOOR RECREATION
CHRIS AMBOS
NIKKI GEHA
SUZIE KANNEY
MARGARET KRIEG
TRACEY O'NEAL
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Rovoughna Richardson
Christine M. Rittmon
Jennifer A. Ribor
Christi D. Roby
Tondi K. Rogers
Susan M. Sanford
Mory Beth Shaheen
Sarah D. Siefert
David A. Siegel
Koren Slovak
P»99V l Snyder
Dovid R. Spiehler
Elizabeth Spreitzer
Robert J. Stalder
Dawn R. Tuckermon
Susan M. Van Donsel
Stephanie A. Wellmon
Peter G. Woeste
Cynthia M. Wurm
Virgil 0. Wright
Liso I. Zolllns
Mory I. Zurbkh

Congratulations!

TRAVEL
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Michel* HOHM
Karen Hubert
Corinne R Huddleston
Melissa A. Hughes
Robin M. Hummel
Patricia A. Jacob/
Peggy A. Koin
Michelle M. Klement
Su Mung Lam
Jennifer I. Mabee
Brian MocNaughton
Christina M. Majnarich
Jenneler L. McCormick
Barbara Moeller
Michelle M. Mugnano
Constance Osborn
Elisabeth K. Perry
Lisa Phillips
Raymond W. Phoon
Michael Pollock
Karen Rodlinski
Eric T. Rathburn

Christopher A. Adams
Aimee Andrews
PauleUe Bockstrom
Kraig L. Baker
Dean A. Bishop
Amy Blank
Stacy L. flolyard
Cindy Bowen
Linda M. Boyer
Amy Brucker
Susan Butts
Celio Castellano
Chris Coleman
Norina Columboro
Colleen A. Daschbach
William J. Deogan
Karen M. Fisher
Steve Fortener
'
Kimberlie Goldsberry
Henry Grendell
Kimberly A. Grimord
Daniel P. Hansen

DARCY FORBER
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Care

WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES:

TO OUR OUTSTANDING UAO
COMMITTEE MEMBERS OF THE SEMESTERI
ADMINISTRATIVE
JANELL CORTHEL
KIRK GOMINGER
JENNIFER PURDY
SUSAN SCHUEREN

PILLS-N-PACKAGES
PHARMACY
352-1693
111 Railroad
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TONIGHT! FALCON MEN'S SWIMMING V. TOLEDO. 7:00 AT REC CENTER - FREE ADMISSION!
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Campaign successful Mass celebrates holiday
toy Michelle Banks
■ftaff writer

, Only three weeks since the
Campaign for a DiscriminationFree University began. 42
groups and organizations have
become involved and more than
$722 has been raised, according
to coordinator Tandi Rogers.
"It's incredible," Rogers said.
The campaign is going better
than I ever dreamed it would."
The money raised from the
Campaign will be used to take
out a full page advertisement in
the The BGNews to make people aware that discrimination is
wrong.
This overwhelming response
has taken time for her to get
used to, Rogers said.

"Every time I come home,
there is a stack of messages and
phone calls and I have to stop
and ask myself 'Is this for real?'
" she said.
Rogers will not be able to continue her role as coordinator of
the campaign because of her
student teaching, but said the
main goals of the group have
already been achieved.

resolution by Undergraduate
Student Government and Graduate Student Senate to include
sexual orientation in the student
code, Rogers said she felt steps
were finally being made to end
discrimination.
"I was at the USG meeting
when they passed it and I felt
like we had arrived at last," she
said.

In addition, she said the experience has been beneficial in
motivating her.

Rogers said she will continue
to educate about discrimination
when she has her own classroom, but not during her student
teaching period.

"We have already gone way
beyond the original goal that I
have set of creating awareness
and taking out an ad," Rogers
said. "And I'm really glad I decided to do this because I believe
it will help me later in life in my
profession (teaching)."
With the recent passage of a

"As a student teacher, I am a
guest in someone else's classroom and have to behave myself," she said. "However, once
I become a teacher I will continue to speak out about discrimination and see how long I last."

by Tina Diorlo
reporter

St. Thomas More's annual
Sre-Christmas celebration, Dec.
0 at 8 p.m., is a great way to relax before finals, according to
Mike Mazur, a senior communication education major.
"I couldn't picture going into
finals without it (the service),"
Mazur said.
The candlelight service in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union has not been
held in the church since 1983
when the service became too
large for it, said Sr. Cecile Kaza,
a campus minister at St. Tom's.
Although St. Tom's is a Catholic parish, the service is open to
all students regardless of their

religious affiliation.
"Any student may attend,"
Kaza said. "All are welcome."
Response to the service has
been positive. Kaza said. Last
year, the ballroom was set up
for 1,400 people and there was an
overflow into the balconies, so
this year they will be setting up
for 1.650. she said.
"I thought it was the most positive experience of my life,"
said Pauline McDonald, a senior
elementary education major.
Between 20 and 25 people divided into six different committees began preparing for the
service more than a month ago,
Kaza said.
Mazur, who is working on the
music committee, said they will
be trying some new things this

year. The opening procession
will be in darkness, with the service itself featuring a bell choir
and a dance of light.
The service is an effort to update the Christmas story and
give it a modern theme, Mazur
said.
"I think it's excellent," Mazur
said. "I wouldn't miss it."
Mazur said the service will
emphasize a season of rebirth
and rededication.
The music will feature a song
written by Pat Boyd, a University student.
Boyd, a music education
major, wrote the song "He
Came to us Anew" on a whim
and it was accepted by St. Tom's
for use during the service, Mazur said.
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Mi Macintosh
ym can even do this:
Macintosh'computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money

The Macintosh Sale
Now thro^January 3L
C1969 Aft** OmfMirr.bn Aff^^Af$kk^.an4\lacmioAan'^UmdtmdmaT^^AppkQ)npum.^
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Exam tips may relieve stress
by Jeremy S. Weber
reporter

BG News/John Potter

Study Break
Senior Sue Irwin catches a nap in Jerome Library between classes Thursday afternoon. Finding people
sleeping in the library is not uncommon during finals week, when all-night study sessions take their toll on
students' energy.

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, December 3 thru Thursday, December 7
Sunday, December 12 thru Thursday, December 14
Study and Relax in the privacy of your own room

at
| BEST WESTERN^

I Falcon Pl£
$2395

per night for a single or double room
'Early check-in and late check-out times
'Continental Breakfast
'Coffee available 24 hours

Advance reservations required and
present vohd BCSU ID at check-in
Not volid lor family, friends, and
other ion-students

DLearn all new material by
the weekend and spend exam
week reviewing.

FALCON HOOPS!
SHOWTIME
5:15/7:30 P.M.

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

Includes:

Final exams are a mere three
days away, but following some
simple steps can help keep students feeling the pressure survive exam week.
Joyce Blinn, from the Study
Skills Laboratory, said that the
traditional "exam cram" is not
the most effective way to learn
material, even late in the semester.
"The material doesn't settle
into students' minds," she said.
"With cramming, they shovel in
unrelated facts noping that the
Srofessor asks questions where
ley just have to plug in the answers. It keeps them from seeing the relationships in the material and it doesn't stay."
Blinn offered these tips as an
alternative to cramming:
CMake a study schedule,
taking into account current
grades in classes.

4% V tf% m r ^ m
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AT "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS"!
THE 1989-90 BGSU GYMNASTICS TEAM
WILL BE FEATURED AT HALFTIME OF
THE MEN'S GAME FOR A PREVIEW

i Focus on material that is not
understood.
Take care of all distractions
such as bursar bills and hunger.
Schedule breaks during
study times.
CTry relaxation techniques,
such as deep breaths and neck
rolls.
Don't worry about the exam
after it is over.
Staying up all night studying,
however, is not substantially
physically damaging as students might think, Director of
Health Services Joshua Kaplan
said.
"There is minimal damage.
There is no reason why a young
healthy person can't stay up for
one night," Kaplan said.
"However, to function properly
on an exam, students should get
a minimum of three hours of
sleep beforehand."
Stress also plays a role in
exam preparation. Kaplan said
every semester around this time
the Health Center has an in-

crease in stress-related illnesses.
"Stress isn't necessarily a bad
thing, in fact it is a motivator,"
Kaplan said. "The problem
comes when it passes a certain
point where stress decreases
productivity.
"When students start thinking
about how nervous they are
rather than what they are studying, it is time to walk away," he
said. "When (a student is) really
tired, sleep rather than take
stimulants. Even though it is
busy, find time to sleep, eat and
exercise."
Blinn said the Study Skills
Laboratory will be open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. during exam
week, and that there is a handout with exam tips available in
the lab, located in 213 Moseley
Hall.
"We can help students with
suggestions for how to learn in
addition to helping with content," Blinn said. Use the experience to help plan for next
semester and you'll be that
much better off.

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS
Graduate Student Senate is looking for a
dependable graduate student to fill the
executive position of GSS Treasurer
for the spring semester. Interested
graduate students should contact the
GSS office at 372-2426.

THE HOUSE THAT ROARS" WILL COME ALIVE TOMORROW NIGHT!

leans ot Coke
'with purchase!
otany
. Pizza
!■

1 number to
call for Fast
Pick Up or
Free Delivery
352-7571
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Students reach freedom
Parents and siblings must learn to appreciate one another
by Leslie Ansley
USA Today-CIN

BG News/ John Potter

Doing it the Hard Way
Ron Lucas (front) and Steven Hoeppner, both of Jess Howard Electric Company, shift a 7.000 pound transformer onto rollers to move it to the back of University Hall Thursday afternoon. The transformers had to
be moved by hand, due to the existence of an underground tunnel behind University Hall which would not
support the weight of the unloading crane.

Notre Dame freshman Ed
Keener is nervous about going
home to Loveland, Ohio, lor
Christmas — his first trip back
since August.
What If his parents wanted
him in by 11:30 p.m. on weekends, like they did last year
when he was a senior in high
school? What if they wanted him
to spend his holiday break with
his grandmother, aunt and uncle
— who are in town Just to see
him — instead of going out with
his friends? And then there's
that little curfew problem. Last
year, it was 10 p.m. weeknights,
but at school he has never gone
to bed before midnight.
What if they still treated him
like A KID?

there must be compromise.
Richard Gaynor, a psychologist at Providence Hospital in
Mount Airy, Ohio, said the best
method for compromise is for
parents and students to discuss
their expectations, then set
some rules together.
"Those little sessions can be
real quick," he said, "but they
can avoid a lot of conflict"
Where there is miscommunication, Gaynor said, there is
trouble.
For several months, students
have been responsible only for
themselves —choosing when to
wake up, study, eat and sleep.
"They're not used to checking
in with anyone," he said. "Yes.
they are adults, but Mother will
still be worried if they are not
home at a reasonable time, or
don't call."
"Students must understand
that in their parents' eyes, they
haven't changed into adults
overnight and parents must allow children to be adults, even if
input is as simple as choosing
what to eat for dinner," he said.

Keener's learning what
thousands of other college
freshmen learn each fall: That
first trip back home after moving off to college is sometimes
awkward, if not tense, for the returnees and the parents, as new
Catherine Keener said she and
freedom and old rules clash her husband, Edwin, discussed
under the family roof.
house rules and expectations
But to ward off such conflict with their son.

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM
ALL OF US AT

"He said, 'Mom, I realize that
when I come home I want to
spend time with the family, but I
want to spend time with my
friends, too. I hope there won't
be some strained and tense moments about it,'" she said. "I
said everything will be fine.
"We realize that he's had the
first feelings of independence
and freedom. We're not going to
rein him in as we did when he
was in high school."
But there will be certain rules
he still must honor, she said, including a new curfew.
''Staying out all night is not
OK ... We would probably say 1
a.m. for weeknights and weekends, but we might plan some
flexibility."
Catherine Keener said she is
surprised at the amount of time
she spends thinking about Ed as
an adult, instead of a child, and
giving him that space.
"In the past, we would talk
about everything. But when
Sour son or daughter is away
•om you and you don't have
that close contact, you want to
be very careful and not say
things that would be upsetting,
because you want them to feel
good when they come home,"
she said.

Enjoy Good Living in '90 with

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St - Rental Oltice
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 - 4:30

Phone 352-9378

Monday ■ Friday

9 & 12 month Leases Available
Fox Hun
Haven House
Piedmont Apts
Birchwood Place 650 Sixth St.
Small BkJgs-Manvllle Between 6th and 7lh
Houses lor Rent
Railview Mini Warehouse
Party Room tor Rent

vows
TAURANT
A Great Idea for a Christmas Gift would be Bob Evans Gift Certificates
Sun - Thurs
Fri - Sat

Furnished

wall to wall carpeting

Extra large closets

linen closet

Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Sound-conditioned interior

All residents will have membership privilages to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities (or men and women

• Hydro • Spa Whirlpool
• Metro Sauna
• Complete Exercise Equipment

1726 E. Wooster St.
For carry out, caH 352-2193

6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
6 a.m. - 11M p.m.

Features
2 bedroom • 1', balhs

Just a few smiles from home.

• Indoor Heated Pool
• New Weight Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available
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Fr-Ucia S/oiad
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i aria Weills
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Dan Srhullei
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KeJy Owens

OUTDOOR
RECREATION

PERFORMING
ARTS

Brandon ApptoflM

William Bradner
Lisa Brooks
Jenny Brouse
Trad Davidson
Todd Downerd
Donna Frteichen
Amiee Frisch
Kelie Gordon
Tina Helm
Iheresa Ingram
JulK Kahienberg
Kelly Keane
Julie Knick
Anneiie Konleczny
MI'ISM Kokaun
Lorl Manni
MIKh Miik'i
colleen o bden
linn Pearson
Selma Prewm
Mtchele Ouinlan
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Ttsha Henner
Allison Sakae
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Angie Turner
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PUBLICATIONS
Lon Barnes
Nancy Dodge
wendy Farran
Adrea CulkHh
Amy llowland
Man Kariovec
Krlsien Lanzen
KaehH laughbaum
Jayna Miller
Jen Munlak
Thanh Nguyen
inane iiol taska
Julie Richardson
Scon Stmer
Brtdflei szanti

MINI COURSES
Beih BerUa
Susan Schueren

\

STAFF
Joanne Bruning
ItOS*- rtoM
UsaFarflo
Maureen Finn
Mary Keen
Greg Krtkonan
Paulwolansky

PUBLIC RELATIONS

TRAVEL

Tracy A Heam
Andrea Beiperto
Jenniler Campbell
Teresj Carroll
J.iqueline C^iughey
Kaiie Donovan
Diane DurOin
linn Fandel
Sus.in inn krr
Hay Hollman
Laura Keck
T .n.i Knik.ir
Terrllynn Mamasis
Amy McCue
Jenntler M«iuire
Lelgli Men ham
Mtchele Mlnogue
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Jenny Schuli/
Julie Snmli
Julie Summers
Pam Swyi
Tiffany Thaicher
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Siarey Arnold
Emily Rohardt
Amy Brmun
Nan Brocken
Beinany Brush
IIH L.H ,ir. Iir.li
Gina Carlinl
Susie Campheli
Stephanie Conway
Mary f hrrsni.in
Julie Eller
Diane patokl
Darcy Forber
JIIIGaeth
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DIRECTORS
James Casillio
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Sf oil Henrlcks
Chnsilne Kendozora
CraigMack
Julie Manmi
ChilSly Miller
K,llr- Ruffing
Dtanna Snycfcr
Kevin ThomasJ
. Linda Trimmer
Amy voiia
Shannon Walker

USG
REPRESENTATIVE
Laura Willis
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nacy Han

Brian Harooiyan
Kaylin Hauser
Cam Haydcn
Diane Jazwieckl
Stacy Kaullman
Kelli k11.niss
Debbie Koviak
Janene Koviak
IJsa Laveck
Slacy Uwhrke
Kelly Lothcs
Nancy Marquardi
UsaMollIca
Jenniler Peiers
Kim Phillips
Htilly Hem.irk
Melissa Si heldinfl
Brenda Scheln
Jenniler Schwlcrtlng
Krlsime Scolnlck

SPOTLIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
Laura Bergman
Lynn Gregor
Krlstl Payion
Pam Poulson
Jeannetie SgambcKone
Danielle Hometo
Linda Young

PUBLICITY
Donna Amaio
Amy Asiohno
Elizabeth Auge
Ondy Brennrr
Ann Mane Buscher
Linda Bowers
Kim Gral
Karmen Haswell
Kairtna Hdberg
Mathew Kartovrr
Shayne Palardy
Jenny Pnce
Diane Prohaska
Marcta Rauch
Angela Seth
Penny Shafer
Jenniler Simons
Jenniler Stephen
Gayle iriorbum
Heather walczak
Cara Whelan
Rona Woischak

Holly Sommei
Scon Smuh
Kaihy Smolen
KelleySiorry
Karen szlempo
Jenniler Taday
Angela Tappe
Dawn l ■ iitoi
Tana wardlaw
Carol Wlllemse
Beth Wmierhalier
Missy Yanoff

CONTEMPORARY
ISSUES
RObBaiy
Tom Hughes
Angle Holihaus
Bemadene Loren/o
Todsackella
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Deposits

G Continued from page 1.
Funkhouser also suggested the
addition to the booklet of student
evaluations of local landlords.
"I would love to see where
students would know who they're renting from and that landlords reputation," Funkhouser
said.
"I think if that were well done
— witt a properly conducted
poll — it could be very helpful,"
Bakies said. "I think students
could have a very strong influence on housing by deciding
that they would act together to
change the things they want
changed."

Rape
U Continued from page 1.
Waddell cautioned other students about the possibility of
such an incident reoccuring.
"Do not walk alone at night —
it does not make good sense,"
Waddell said, adding students
should not assume that this
could not happen them.
Ironically, a rape awareness
{irogram was sponsored by Pubic Safety, the Undergraduate
Student Government and the
University Activities Organization earlier Wednesday evening.
Theprogram showed the movie "The Accused" and provided
a discussion session which answered questions on rape. About
60 people came to see the movie
and about 22 stayed for the question-answer session which lasted
until about 9:30.

ROTC—^-r=

Q Continued from page 1.
Yet, Ritts — a veteran — said he
would not be surprised of a
forthcoming effort to pursue this
issue locally.
"No matter how many points
of criteria supporting discrimination are offered ... discrimination is just not justified," he
said.

"I do not foresee any such
occurances," he said.

"It is a Department of Defense policy and it is nothing any
ROTC battalions can change,''
said University Chairman of Military Science Lt. Col. Ronald
Hover.
Defense Department rationale
for refusing military service to
homosexuals include adversely
affecting morale, an inability to
maintain order, and the decay of
confidence and trust, University
Chairman of Aerospace Studies
Lt. Col. Rohrs said.
When asked if the University's
Faculty Senate might take action similar to their University
of Wisconsin counterparts, he
replied, "At the present, the
ROTC and military science pro-

WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE
CONGRATULATIONS!
NOVEMBER FINALISTS
o
Administrative Staff- Dr. Dean Purdy
Director of Office Research and
Evaluation
w
Classified Staff- Ellen Converse
Secretary Prevention Center;
o
Alcohol and Other Drug Center
Graduate Student- Mary Keen
Graduate Advisor
University Activities Organization
BECAUSE YOU CARE, BOWLING GREEN IS A
BETTER PLACE.
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

G
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352-0796

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

75 * Fare

$

1.50 Fare

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

For Elderly @5+)/
Handicapped Persons
Ttinin Identification Card Required"

Children

UNOCR « VRS OR UND£R 40 III

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.
Chid mutt ride in Child Rest/ami
.Seen provided

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating Available'
•Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Aommistrators Uttice On Tues. & Wed. Only^
Call 354-6203 For More Information This service is financed m
perl from an operating as

SERVICE PROVIDER:
RICHARD RAMOS

Let Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding

"Ramos Taxi"

And you re
still smoking?

Basic ROTC classes are available to any student, but homosexuals would not be allowed
to take advance courses because
this includes military induction,
Hover said.

The discriminatory practice is
not the choice of ROTC directors, but is an order from the
Pentagon.

r

\oure
astute enough
to discuss the
philosophical
ramifications of
Victor Frank! s
"Existential
Vacuum?

Kams here at Bowling Green
ve a very good rapport with
the faculty.

sisiance grant from the
Oh* Department ot
Transportation

No Service on Christmas Day

PEACE

'PRICE&VALUECUARANTEE
... assures YOU ofnxeii'ing the ten best rallies in jcuvln
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HERE'S ONE CREDIT YOU WON'T
HAVE TO STUDY FORA $200 INSTANT CREDIT being offered exclusively to
Bowling Green State University students and faculty by
Richard Potasky Jewelers.
And it couldn't be easier to get. In fact, it's already in
your hands. Our gift to you is a 20% discount when you
bring this ad into our Woodland Mall Shopping center
location, 1234 Main Street in Bowling Green, and fill out
a Richard Potasy charge account application. With it
you're entitled to $200 instant credit.

May it be a way
of life for you

Instant credit approval is subject to the
conditions stated in the credit agreement,
credibility and sufficient income.

ics

0>ap*M RV".i i*r«mi

211 Wesi Hall «e.>»«»t'Jiw>fMM 372-7418

. ^-|

Woodland Mall, BowlingCreen
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Misdiagnosis leads
to woman's death
CINCINNATI (AP) — A city report criticizes a firefighter who
misdiagnosed a woman's brain
damage as intoxication, telling
her to sleep it off two hours before she died of a ruptured blood
vessel in her brain.
Alma Johnson, 57, died Nov. 6,
after a crew led by Lt. Gary
Henry left her house. An autopsy
found no alcohol in her bloodstream.
The report issued Tuesday by
City Manager Scott Johnson
said Mrs. Johnson's son, Todd

Craig, told Henry her pupils
were unequally dilated. The tire
department's training manual
says unequal pupils signal brain
damage.
"The importance of seeking
immediate medical care for victims displaying this sign is
within the level of a lieutenant's
training," Johnson wrote.
The city manager recommended that the fire department
review Henry's performance
and decide whether disciplinary
action is necessary.

Elsewhere
Meal will honor homeless
by Thomas J. Sheeran
Associated Press writer

CLEVELAND — The city's
Armenian community on
Thursday invoked an ancient
tradition, honoring the victims
of the Soviet republic's killer
earthquake through a special
meal for the homeless.
The 112-member St. Gregory
of Narek Armenian Apostolic
Church selected the City Mission
as the site for the dinner, which
is also intended to express ap-

> *

from

preciation for contributions
from the community, according
to Florence Karoghlanian,
church council president.
"Forty days after a death, we
have a requiem service and a
dinner in honor of the
deceased," she said. "This is
one year (since the quake) and
we're doing this for the 25,000
Armenians we lost."
Although the dinner is not occurring 40 days after the deaths
— the time period dating to the
Ascension of Jesus Christ — the

/ n^O^

t

meal stems from that tradition,
she said.
The church in suburban
Richmond Heights, which organized Cleveland's response to
the earthquake, collected
$134,000 in cash for the quake
victims. The donations will be
used as seed money to build an
entirely new city in Armenia,
church treasurer Harold Zahigian said.
"The Cleveland community
was very generous in making
contributions, not only money

but also clothing and medicine,"
said Matthew J. Hatchadorian,
local president of the Armenian
General Benevolent Union. He
estimated that there are about
1,000 people of Armenian descent in the Cleveland area.
"We wanted to express our
appreciation to all the people in
this community for their response to a horrible tragedy,"
he said.
Neither Hatchadorian nor Zahigian could put a dollar figure
on the non-cash contributions.
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would like to congratulate
Kathy Halas
Chris Majnarich
our graduating seniors!
Good Luck to both of you.
We'll Miss You!

^K^
CHI
The brothers of Theta Chi
would like to congratulate
their graduating seniors
and wish everybody good
luck on finals
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Accusations fly at Nintendo
by William M. Welch
Associated Press writer
WASHINGTON — The chairman of a House antitrust panel
charged Thursday there is "strong evidence" that unfair marketing
practices by Nintendo of America Inc. have monopolized the home
video game industry and kept the prices of Super Mario and his buddies artificially high.
Rep. Dennis Eckart, D-Ohio, asked the Justice Department's antitrust division to investigate Nintendo, the U.S. subsidiary of a
Japanese manufacturer that revived the domestic electronic game
industry and now controls 80 percent of the $3.4 billion market.
Nintendo officials angrily disputed the charges and accused Eckart of denying them an opportunity to defend themselves.
"This guy is just grandstanding," said Howard C. Lincoln, senior
vice president of Nintendo.
Eckart, chairman of the House Small Business subcommittee on
antitrust, accused Nintendo of intimidating retailers to keep competitors games off the toy store shelves.
He said Nintendo has used exclusive software arrangements and
physical computer-chip barriers to control the market, and he
charged Nintendo had created artificial shortages of some games
sold by licensed software producers.
He said the result of Nintendo's marketing practices is that only
games licensed or sold by Nintendo can be played on the Nintendo
players, blocking independent software publishers and inflating the
costs of games to consumers by an estimated 20 percent to 30 percent.
"They have done a brilliant job in marketing their product, but the
simple fact remains that our subcommittee investigation has
revealed there is no competition among competitors," Eckart said.

"Nintendo right now is saying you can buy our machines but you
can play only our games," Eckart said.
Eckart sent an 11-page letter to James F. Rill, assistant attorney
Seneral and head of the antitrust division of the Justice Department.
t described the subcommittee staff investigation findings and asked
the Justice Department to review or investigate under antitrust
laws.
Justice Department spokesman Amy Brown had no immediate
comment.
Eckart raised the issue less than three weeks before Christmas, at
a time when the parents of children all over the country are buying
or looking for popular Nintendo games. The game-playing unit costs
$80 or more, and game cartridges range in price from $40 to $60
each.
By Nintendo's own estimate it will have its electronic gameplaying units in 20 percent of all U.S. households by the end of 1989.
The market-penetration figure for households with children aged 7
and up to mid-teens, the prime game-playing market, is far higher.
Eckart released his letter and described the investigation at a
news conference.
Lobbyists for Nintendo distributed copies of a letter from Lincoln
to Eckart accusing him of unfairly refusing to give Nintendo officials a chance to give their side.
Eckart said his staff had two interviews with Nintendo representatives.
But in a telephone interview, Lincoln heatedly disputed that claim
and accused Eckart of "an outright lie."

COMPUTER SOFTWARE SALES
Rapidly expanding computer software
development company seeks self-motivated,
technically skilled inside sales representatives on
a full-time or part-time basis. The qualified
individual will have knowledge of dBASE and
related products as well as the ability to work in a
highly telephone intensive environment handling
incoming sales orders. We offer an exciting
opportunity, competitive salary, bonuses and full
benefits.

ROILING STONES
STEEL WHEELS
■» Mnad Emotion*
Roth In A Hard Piaea
Sad Sad Sad
lttfWy.no,/Cam B* Swn

Qualified individuals should contact Janet Hurtt,
Personnel Manager at Fox Software, 134 West
South Boundary, Perrysburg, OH 43551,
419/874-0162
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► APARTMENTS
» HOUSES
> DUPLEXES
for
Summer &
Fall 1990
call or stop
in for a
complete listing
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"Healthy"
Holiday $
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JEFF BECKS
GUTfARSHOP

mrr aotzD MB Ton KTftiu |

354-2260

mcMWtg
A.
Stand On H ^
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319 E. Woosler
(across from Tico Bell)
Hours:
8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

IOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

OUR COMPUTERIZED BUY WILL

Turn your Used
Books Into Cash
VALID UNIVERSITY I.D. REQUIRED

ocations
to serve you heller.

1 or 2
CD's CASS, LP's OR MUSIC VIDEOS
EXPIRES 12/15/89

3 OR MORE

CD's, PRE-RECORDED CASSETTEES.
LP's, or MUSIC VIDEOS NO LIMIT
EXPIRES 12/15/89

"Your Music Library''

University Bookstore
Mon, Dec 4 thru Fri, Dec 8

8:00 - 5:00
Sat, Dec 9 9:00 - 5:00

Mon, Dec 11 thru Thurs, Dec 14
8:00 - 5:00
Fri, Dec 15
8:00 - 4:00

FALCON'S NEST PIZZA SHOP
MON. DEC 11 thru FRI. DEC 15
MON - THURS
9:00 - 5:00
FRI
9:00 - 3:00

ENTER THE DRAWING TO WIN GIFT
CERTIFICATES OR FREE PIZZA
FROM WALLACE'S COLLEGE BOOK CO.

''C;, ,~-

Gift
Certificates
available in

Falcons rout Lady Eagles BG icers travel to UIC
Bonner reaches 1 ,000 mark in 79-43 win
for weekend matchup
by Matt Schroder
sports writer

The women's basketball team
proved once again there is
strength in numbers.
Eleven out of 12 Falcons put
points on the
board as BG
routed
Morehead
State, 79-43,
Thursday
night in front
of 796 fans in
Anderson
Arena.
|
Senior Bonner
center Angie
Bonner needed only six points to
become the seventh player in
BG history to surpass the 1,000

ri

career-point total. And with 4:37
to play in the first half, she
grabbed one of her eight rebounds, and cashed in the lay-up
to reach the milestone.
"I was really nervous at the
beginning, and I missed my first
two shots of the game," Bonner
said. "At that point I was thinking it was going to be one of
those games. But, after I got it
over with I felt more comfortable."
Although Bonner had 12 points
and earned player of the game
honors, the win was a team
effort by the Falcons.
Senior guard Tecca Thompson
led all BG scorers with 15 points.
She also added six rebounds and
five steals. Junior forward
Heather Finfrock went a blistering 6 of 9 from the field for 12

TAKE A STUDY BREAK!

FALCON HOOPS
SATURDAY NIGHT
5:15 WOMEN, 7:30 MEN
FEATURING AN EXHIBITION BY THE 1989-90
BGSU GYMNASTICS TEAM AT HALF TIME

[IIIIIIIMI MIMMIJ

CAMERAS
FOR
EVERYONE
THIS
CHRISTMAS
ONLY AT

points.
"The tough thing is to maintain good scoring balance, and
good total balance when you're
using a lot of people," BG head
coach Fran Voll said.
"And we got good performances out of everyone tonight,
topto bottom."
The Lady Eagles kept the
game close through the first 14
minutes. A three-point field goal
by MSU guard Sandy Vincent
and a Shannon Litton jumper cut
the BG lead to 27-23.
But in the final six minutes,
the Falcons produced a 13-4 run
to go on top 40-27 at the intermission.
"Right before halftime, when
we went up by 13, we were pretty
much playing our style of ball,
our brand." Voll said. "And we
came back in the second half
and established that right away,
and that always makes a big difference."
In the second half, the BG defense tightened and allowed a
mere 16 MSU points in the final
20 minutes.
The Falcons finished with 17
steals and 5 blocked shots.

twinbill of their first swing
through the CCHA. York said
the streak has bolstered the
team attitude tremendously, esWith the way Illinois- pecially after losing six of its
Chicago's hockey season has first nine CCHA contests.
Eregressed, the team might "We're feeling good about
ave to change its nickname ourselves," said York. "We
from the "Flames" to the have a great deal of confidence,
and they realize the tremendous
"Shames."
UIC (3-14 overall, 2-12 in the team effort needed to win.
"We need the same type of
Central Collegiate Hockey Association) has faced its share of effort this weekend."
Eroblems, ranging from injuries One Falcon who has converted
) inconsistency, which have effort into offense this season
led to its season-long spot in the has been Brett Harkins. Harkins, the leading freshman point
CCHA basement.
Yet while the Flames have scorer in the conference, totes a
been far from spectacular this seven-game point streak after
season, BG head coach Jerry securing two goals and three asYork said their record is deceiv- sists last weekend to raise his
season totals to eight goals, 19
ing.
They're a better team than assists for 27 points.
Defenseman Rob Blake
their record seems to indicate,"
York said. "We're assuming (10-11-21) has also shined for BG
they're a lot better because they recently. The junior has a point
returned so many players (17) in each of his last eight games,
scoring six goals and assisting on
from last year's squad.
The Falcons (9-7, 8-6) boast nine others during the stretch.
Again this weekend. York said
the nation's longest win streak,
five games, entering the final he will split goaltending duties
between senior Paul Connell
(5-3-0, 5.49 goals against averse, .816 save percent in CCHA
play) and freshman Angelo LibBEST WISHES AND
ertucci (3-2-0. 3.33, .888), with a
decision pending on which night
each would play. Connell is comCONTINUING SUCCESS
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

TO
KELLY GRAY
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ing off his best performance of
the season, making 29 saves en
route to a 7-2 BG win.
UIC's one bright spot this
season has been the play of junior Daren Noren. The center has
tallied more than a third of the
Flames' 56 goals, scoring 20
while assisting on 12 others.
Sophomore Rick Judson and
junior Dominic Dunlap have
each added 18 points.
The main disappointment has
been the play of goaltender
Dave DePinto (2-9, 6.34, .833).
The senior, who was a secondteam all-CCHA selection last
year, has started the last eight
games for the Flames.
However, he showed glimpses of
recovery last weekend at
Western Michigan, collecting 31
and 33 saves as the Broncos
swept UIC.
One facet of the Falcon game
[ilan which has improved greaty from early in the season has
been the power play defense.
Over the last seven games, the
BG penalty-killing unit has allowed only seven power play
goals in 36 attempts tor a 19 percent conversion rate. In its first
nine games, BG killed only 20 of
57, a 35 percent success rate.
"We're much better at it because we've worked on it," York
said. "We've been putting a lot
of time into it during the last
four weeks of practice, and we've also been sacrifice our bodies
a lot more."
The BG penalty killing team
will be without one of its best
performers this season, I .lew
G See leers, page 12.

Resume Package
Only $14.95
{Present coupon for a one page typeset I
| resume and disk with stored resume.
|
■ One coupon per person. Valid through |
,12/15/89.

kndoi

the copy center
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Open 7 Days
33*3977

113 Railroad Street

Nikon
Tele*Touch300The Problem Solver.

The New Nikon
One-Touch' 100.
Picture Perfect.
With Perfect Ease

Nikon
<& Nikon
:
V* take the world's
W: take the world's
greatest pictures.

159. 95

greatest pictures

129.

POSE WITH SANTA
PETS WELCOME
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE WOOD
COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY

$10.00 PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• TWO POSES
• DOUBLE PRINTS AND NEGATIVES
SATURDAY, DEC. 9,1989
10:00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m.
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S3, $2, $1 off on Film Developing

Good on 110. 126. 35mm. and disc Mm (C 41 process) Get S3 oil on
36 exp . J2 ort on 24 exp , or $1 otl on 12/15 exp This coupon must
accompany order This coupon not valid with any other otter. One roll per
coupon Coupon Expires 1 -8-90

1 HOUR FILM DEVELOPINO AT BG.
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

=BLUE RIBBON PHOTO =H
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
157 N. MAIN ST., B.Q.
PH. 353-4244
(ACROSS FROM UPTOWN)
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Falcons wish for Santa to deliver
About this time every year, children and adults alike are writing
letters telling Santa Claus what they would like for Christmas.
Bowling Green's athletic coaches and players probably are no different. The BG News sports staff has put together a list which we believe will be identical to some of the ones the coaches and players
will send to jolly 01'Saint Nick.
—At the top of men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga's list has to
be some solid play from the center position. Jim must feel if Ed Colbert hits the boards hard and contributes a few points each game,
then his squad could win its first Mid-American Conference title
since 1982-83.
— Football coach Moe Ankney will be asking for quality, beefy
linemen. That would make it possible for the Falcons to have a rushing attack plus be able to stop someone on the ground. Both would be
a first during the Ankney years.
— Ankney also needs some offense because graduation took the
likes of Rich Dackin, Ron Heard, Reggie Thornton, Jason Zeller and

Kyle Hockman —nearly 80 percent of last year's scoring.
— Fran Voll, the women's basketball coach, wishes for patience
while his squad develops the chemistry the past three MAC championship teams have had.
— Every coach is looking for more fans at home games. For as
successful as most of the winter sports teams have been in the past
or at the start of this season, students haven't snowed as much support as the coaches would like.
— Basketball forward Tom Hall would like a break-a-way per
game so he can show off more of his electrifying slam dunks.
— The men's swim team could use a few more members so it
doesn't finish the year in the tank.
— Football tailback LeRoy Smith may need some ACME "CureAll Bruise Ointment" if Ankney doesn't get his first wish.
— Hockey coach Jerry York may have received his wish early as
Brett Harkins appears to be the player needed to take the heat off of
Nelson Emerson.

— Emerson wishes for 29 points to become BG's all-time leading
scorer.
— Volleyball coach Denise Van De Walle is already wishing (and
fraying) that she can find someone that can even come close to
Ming the shoes of Linda Popovich next season.
— Soccer coach Gary Palmisano does not have visions of sugarSlums, but of the Falcon booters in the NCAA Tournament and an
CAA Tournament selection process that does not omit Quality
teams.
— While he's at it, Palmisano wishes for another group of talented
recruits like the ones he brought into the program last season.
— Baseball coach Ed Platzer wishes for a strong centerfield
breeze when his opponents are hitting and a gale-force wind at the
Falcons' backs when they bat.
— The track and cross country teams' wish won't fit in any
Christmas stocking — an indoor practice facility like some of the
other MAC schools.
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Women cagers duel Dayton
Schools square off in important intra-state battle
The women's basketball team will play its final home game of 1989
against Dayton at 5:15 p.m. Saturday.

starting guard Cindy Frericks. Frericks' father, Tom, has been the
Dayton University Athletic Director for 20 of the past 26 years.

The Flyers enter the game with a 1-3 record, after losing their
third-straight game Wednesday night at Louisville, 60-54.
Dayton head coach Sue Ramsey s squad opened its season with a
victory over Mercer, followed by big losses to i
North Carolina State and Miami of Ohio —losing
by an average of 28 points.
Falcon head coach Fran Voll said despite Dayton's slow start, he expects the Flyers — who have
won eight of the last nine meetings against BG —
to give them a battle.
They have a traditionally strong basketball
program," Voll said. "Looking at the names on
their roster, I see many names of former basketball players and athletes from their university and I
area.
Voll
Voll added that when two teams from the same state play each
other, it means a little more.
"Anytime we play an intra-state game, its very important to us
because we recruit from the same group of players," he said. "We
are very familiar with the players on each other's teams."
One Flyer whose last name is well known in the Dayton area is

Another father-daughter connection includes freshman Jennifer
Meineke, whose father Don who played on the UD men's basketball
team between 1949 and 1952.
A BG-Dayton connection that may have some BG fans looking
twice is that of twins Tracy and Ten Gaerke. Tracy runs track and
cross country for BG, while Teri shoots hoops for Dayton.
Ten Gaerke, who is averaging four points a game, was inserted
into the starting lineup against Louisville.

Here's a New Telecourse fealuring Contemporary
Mathematics and Focusing on Real Life Applications
»Can be used toward Croup III requirement for degree
programs including B.A., B.F.A., B.A. in Comm.
• Prerequisite: 1 year of high school algebra. This course
will not cover extensive algebraic skills.
•Watch the programs in your home or on-campus.
•Only 15 campus meetings, taught by Fredrick Leetch,
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics & Statistics.
•Math 111.3 credits, 2 programs per week which cover
5 areas of math applications in 26 programs. Section #29952
For more information,
call Continuing Education 372-8181
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£ The Sisters Alpha Chi Omega $
Proudly Announce Their
1990 Officers
Joan Ashcraft

VP Chapter Relations and

Erin Garvin

Standards
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D Continued from page 10.
NcWana, as the sophomore recovers from a right knee injury
suffered last weekend. York
said NcWana could return for
the Dexter Shoe Tournament,
December 29-30 in Orono,
Maine.
After complaBng their series at
UIC, the Falcons return home to
host the first game of a home-

DO YOU ...
NEED MATHEMATICS CREDIT?
HAVE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS?
LIKE TO MAKE MATH WORK FOR YOU?

President

The Flyers other starters include Frericks, guard Pam Rasey,
center Kaihra Goodman and forward Anette Melvin. Melvin leads
the team with a 12.5 points per game average.
After Dayton, the Falcons wiltplayLtheir next three games on the
road in three different states — playing at Illinois St., Michigan St.
and Kansas. Their next home game will be against Kent on Jan. 3.

VP Pledge Education

Joey Gerhardstein

VP Fraternity Relations

Lisa Everhart

VP Finance

Shelley Winter

Communications Chairman

Liz Fergusson

Membership Development

Joni Kreinbrink

Senior Pahellenic Delegate

Jill Brown

Rush Chairman

Amy Schlagater

Scholarship

Wendy Gradwohl

Philanthropy

Dawn Wilt

Social Chairman

Dana Benson

Chaplain

Tina Corbo

Composite

Linda Pheil

CRIC

Carolyn Jakmides

Assistant of Finance

Kelly Fox

Hostorian

Lisa Wagner

Junior Pahellenic Delegate

Gina Main

Assistant Pledge Educator

Julie Elliot

Publications

Michelle Hennessy

Recording Secretary

Chris Crawford

Assistant Rush

Amy Berry

Assistant Social

Terri Krasock

Warden

Tiffany Mondillo

and-home series with Ohio
State, December 15 and 16. BG
then travels to Orono, Maine, for
the talent-laden Dexter Shoe
Classic, battling St. Lawrence
December 29 and either Maine
or Minnesota December 30 depending on the outcome of both
games.
The Falcons will return to
CCHA action January 5-6 as they
host Western Michigan.

Falcons host
Oilers before
week's layoff
The men's basketball team will try to win five-straight games
for the first time in three years at 7:30 p.m. Saturday when it
hosts Findlay College.
The Falcons are 5-1 and have won four in a row after defeating Wright State 92-85 Wednesday night in
Dayton.
Bowling Green closed the 1966-87 campaign
with four-straight regular season victories
and then won its first game in the MidAmerican Conference tournament.
The Oilers, an NAIA school, are 5-0 and
have a balanced offensive attack with four
players averaging in double figures. Forward Anthony Slappy leads Findlay in scoring
at 18.2 points per game.
Falcons head coach Jim Larranaga said '■""■■'••a*
the Oilers could cause his squad trouble because of their style.
"We have played them the last three years and they have
given us all we can handle," he said. "It's always a different
style when we play them.
"Findlay is a team that creates a lot of problems because of
the tempo and shot selection they look for.
Following a nine-day layoff for final exams, the Falcons will
return to action Monday, Dec. 18, for an 8 p.m. tipoff at Michigan State.
BG then plays two 7:35 p.m. road games — Dec. 28 at Butler
and Dec. 30 at Xavier — prior to returning home to open MAC
play against Kent State Jan. 3 at 8 p.m.
The Falcons go to Ball State for a 12:30 p.m. game on Jan. 6
before classes resume the following Monday.

1 Merry Christmas and Good Luck on Exams \ Sabo disappointed
s5 from the officers of the
about Franco trade
2 Criminal Justice Organization
5
m
s>
9

5

i

President:
Vice Pres.:
Sec./Treas.:

and newly
President:
Vice Pres.:
Sec./Treas.:
Natalie Anderson
Allan Baer
Gary Bolinger
Melanie Bowles
Date Braun
Craig Bruehler
Michele DaSana
Greg Dickerson
Christine Domme
Kate Fox
Kris Hemmer
Tracey Johnson
Annette Kromer
Meegan Lally
Patty Lawton
Chris Murray
Joe Murray
Jeff Meyers

CINCINNATI (AP) — John Franco's former teammates are stunned that the Cincinnati Reds would trade him to the New York Mets
for a reliever with less-impressive statistics.
The Reds sent Franco, who is eligible for free agency after next
season, to the Mets on Wednesday night for left-handed reliever
Randy Myers. Several Reds players figure money was the bottom
line in the deal.
Myers, who has saved 26 and 24 games the last two seasons, made
$758,500 last year. Franco has averaged more than 30 saves each of
his last four years, making him one of the best left-handed closers in
baseball and a candidate for a multi-million dollar contract.

Joe Callahan
Shari Stimmel
Carrie Hensley

elected officers
Mary Ellen Onigkeit
Debbie Schull
Dee Dee Wasiniak
Tim Nekic
Stacey Oatman
Loren Rhoton
Kevin O'Reilly
Barb Pyle
Scott Sattler
Amy Scott
Brett Seimer
Matt Seman
Ed Steinmetz
Monica Thomas
Mike Turner
Gretchen Van Den EindeJ
David Wieging
Erica Williams

Jody Williams

t*&

SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGE WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC

No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your com^B^^
not t ra strengths
I
now. Join Air Force
^ ROTC,petitive
and you'll begin the first steps toward
becoming an Air Force pilot, navigator, engineer,
manager - a range of different disciplines. Most Important: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
career success.
Call
MAJOR ED VOGEL
419-372-2176

Assume

Nate Willis

a&sma®®®®®&i^*&fo

The 1989 officers completed the
year wonderfully. Thank you for a
job well done.
4-tr-tr ■& ir * -tr -ir -fr -A ir * -tr -ir -tr -tr -ir -tr -ir -tr * -tr %

One Week from Tonight

BOWLING GREEN

J£lr

VS.

OHIO STATE

Friday, December 15
Last Home Hockey Game of Semester... Tickets Available Beginning Monday at Memorial Hall

■

A
y

%J

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION EDCI 370 STUDENTS"
Registered or not registered (or Spring 1090
EDCI 370 wil be ottered m the URBAN
CENTER Rodgers High School. Toledo Thurs
day
ONLY
12 30-4 30(Transportaion.provtded-relurn to
campus by 5 00) INTERESTED"? Sign up immeotately Room 414 Education
FIRST 15 PEOPLE ONLY'M
Instructors Hunttey 2-7345
ATTENTION
AnyEOUCATION MAJORS who have ordered
OSEA items Don't forget to pick them up this
WEEK' Happy Break'
EXAM CRAM
Ground level Mosetey Hal
6 PM Sunday 6 PM Friday
FINALS WEEK REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
Sponsored by Commuter Off Campus Organization
TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLEY
Sat Feb 10 9PM NE COMMONS
Reggae by MAJOR COUP BANDtCleveland,
A Caribbean Assoc Event
• 'ONE LOVE"

m

SLAMMERS HAPPY HOURS
BGS FINEST
FRIOAY & SATUROAY 5-9 PM at SLAM
MERS
COME MEET YOUR FRIENDS

18 and over Dance Party
Friday & Saturday at Stammers
Under 21 /$3 cover
21 and over always FREE

FOUND SET OF CAR KEYS BEHIND HOWARDS THURSDAY NKSHT TO CLAIM CALL
352 1535
Lost members only leather coat Color burgundy with a wool lining Lost at UPTOWN 3
weeks ago Cal 353-9320 Ask for Doug Reward Available'

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Typing, Resumes. FAX, Copies
Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo OH 255-7769
Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns''
Cad BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For aifo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services
Typing
$1 35 per page

354-0371
TYPING SERVICES for al types ol papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Cal352-3987from8am to9pm

BARB MILLER
Thanks for all your help
and patience this semester.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS

PERSONALS

I love you' I'l miss you'
Love Always. Tammy

ol your own room
Dec 3-7«Oec 12-14
Early ck in 8 late ck out
Continental breakfast 4 free coffee
Reservations 352-4674 ck -In.
Students must show valid BGSU ID
Not valid (or family, friends or
other non-students

•CAMPUS POU.YEYESLive entertainment 10PM with Tom Gorman FRI

*

It's not whel you get. but what you give that
brings happiness Heap someone n need this
holiday season A message f'omSTEP 1 of the
PREVENTION CENTER.

9" Basket $19 95

Order at VlnChar Product 354-1183
Hannuhah Party
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group
Friday Dec 8
7.00 PM
2nd Floor Student Services BWg
Bring a gift-get a grft(Approx $5)
Open to al
Come see what its al about1
Happy 21 st B-Day-Jill Mundorif
Dec 14 is approaching soon-prepare yourself
for one hel of a night The shots are *aitmg(2i
or 17?) The hang over is going to be great1 Remember-Pay backs are hell!
Cheers. Kathy

Barbies, thanks for keeping our house together
and being a terrific housemate and Inend! Good
luck in Florida-We'll miss you'
Love. Your Dew Drop Inmates

"•RACHOLWORTMAN""
We're reaty going to miss you(AND ESPE DALLY OUR SEX TALKS,
•' Happy 21 st Birthday!!*
We love you, Rach'
" ""Christy and Lisa""" *

BEDROCK SAYS:
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY KRISTEN!!
(DID SOMEONE SAY AFTERHOURS??!!
DO WE REALLY NEED TO???)

Happy Holidays from STEP 1

Chi-OZBT
Congratulations. Urs A Nico on your recent lava
hering1 We love you guys'
Julie. Mefessa & Trese

Happy Holidays from STEP 1

* * Attention al you party animals*
If you missed the meeting about the Spring
Break trip to the Bahamas you can still sign-up
Cal Kim 35 3- 94 58- Hurry the spots are going
last'
*'Peanut"
Best o' luck on your finals* I love your more than
anything'
Forever. Lunch
*"ZETA PHI BETA" *
"•GRADUATION""
"SOROR LISA SMITH*
SOROR LISA SMITH
From the bottom of our hearts, we'd like to wish
you a HAPPY GRADUATION We love you
dearly and wish you only the best m the upcoming future. We love you.

Love your Sorors
Z.PMI
• l_ad.es of 1 st West Rodger* *
Best o' luck on finals and Happy Holidays'
Love. Dawn
•OSEA SERVICE COMMITTEE"
Thank you Lisa Ferrante, Ann Kroger, Kim
Smlsack, Coni French. Christy Baren, Stephanie Jones, Shelly Wrtth. Bath Ann Hagstrom, Mary Smith, Lisa Thurn, and a special
thanks to Dab Darnell 'or all of your work on the
community Haloween party'
Love. Michele
Adoption happily married couple of 14 yrs We
promise your chad a loving home and financial
security. Devoted stay at home mom. caring
dad and one big sister. All medical & legal expenses paid Call collect<419) 8229288

Alpha X< * < Jennifer Salvino"" Sig Ep
Congrats. Sweetie, on your lavafceringl I'm so
happy for you!
Love. Stacey
Alpha X." Alpha Xi
TINA HAPNER
Congratulations on graduation We love you
and support you in al that you do. Good luck
and we will miss you very much
Love your Second St Roommates,
Connie. Gabby, and Kathy

Ande "Btowfish" Algeo
T J and your coffee table dancing roommates
will miss you a lot Hairdo time and ironing fust
won't be the same. And now ASP will be minus
one neuter glowworm with an anal fixation Be
sure to keep your beer lips to yourself at Wnght
St. you've already broken enough hearts at BG
Especially ours. we'H miss you!
Love. Karen and Laura
PS We just want to say. "we love you!!'"
Bridget, Pam. Jenny, Debbte. Tnsh
This little el wishes each of you a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year See you
next semester
-Tish-

Chi-0 ZBT
CHILD CARE Bright Active 5 year old ChildS
Home
MAW 7 30-9 00am. M-T-W
4-00-10-OOpm Trans Nee. Begm 1/8'90
354-1506
Cindy' Crazy Lady", one semester down and one to
go This place won't be the same without you I
hope you have a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year Wei. see you next semester Thinking ol you
Love Always
Monster

INTRAMURALS GET READY FOR SPRING'
ENTRIES DUE M INDPT ICE HOCKEY JAN
11. M BASKETBALL - JAN 16. W. C BAS
KETBALL JAN 17

10 Basket $24 95
Deluxe Basket $39 95

Warmest wishes lor a safe and wonderful Holiday Se son''
The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi

ANDEALGEO
GOOD LUCK*
WE'LL MISS YOU!
WELOVE YOU!
YOUR ROOMIESEXAM SPECIAL
$23 95 per night
Best Western Falcon Motel
Study A relax m the privacy

Choose from

Congratulations on graduation Best wishes lor
the future It wont be the same around here, so
keep m touch
Love. Your Sisters

Alpha Phi-Erin MacDonald Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your Phi Tau pinning to
Doug Wur st'

THOMAS N.GILMORE
CONGRATULATIONS I
It's finally over'
Good luck & best wishes on
your new career with Drummond
Island Airlines1
Thanks lor a lenitic three years'
I'm looking forward to New Years Eve

AXO KEIIy Strong AXO
AXO Snarl Banner AXO
AXO Diane Popovlc AXO
AXO Deb HertzelAXO

FRUIT BASKETS BY CHARLOTTE
make an exceaent Christmas gift
for anyone

■The Sales Staff

WORD PROCESSING
$1 25 page

Karen 874-1573 Perrysburg

AOTT
CLASSIC
AOTT
CLASSIC

LOST & FOUND

FOUND Apartment keys behind Howards
Thursday n-ghi To Clam CaH 352-1 535

ANDREASUE ALGEO
ANDErt'a not often that a person finds a friend quite
like you-goofy. sensitive, crazy, carmg. and
beatcaty a classy young lady I'm glad we had
the opportunity to become such pals Even
though we are both pretty busy these days, I'm
over always cherishing the hme we spend
together (Gosh. Ang. could you be a bttte go to
the laundry room and talk about.
I LOVE YOU'
ANG
P S Who was that you were kissing last week?
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KRISTIN ZOFKA
HELLO 22-HOLY OLD!
SO. YOU BEDROCK BABE-PREPARE TO BE
OUT OF CONTROUDID SOMEONE SAY
AFTERHOURS?) SETTLE!
LOVE. LORI
P.S. DO YOU TOTALLY MISS YOUR NINNY?

Happy Holidays from Step 1

HAPPY HOLIDAYS WOMEN OF OFFEN 4TH
EAST Y'ALL ARE THE GREATEST! GOOD
LUCK ON FINALS1
LOVE. R A MISSY
Hey Juke'
Its too late truly.
Dear drooty Julie.
To keep you in thrs GodForsaken place'
I love you oh so cooly.

Wynne
HeyUAOer'sIf
Have a great breaklt-end get ready for a great
Spring semester.

The Execs

Couple would like to adopt healthy white infant
We will help with expenses Cal collect anyhme. 419-472 9988

Ho. ho. ho. what do you knowIt's almost Christmas time1 But before then. I'll
have to send
A little BIRTHDAY rhyme
Friday night will be a fright.
But "out of state wil be akight
So this greetings (ust for YOU
So Kristen of Bedrock Happy 22'

Dale, you are the most beautiful, exousiteiy
carved diamond I have ever seen and when I
look at you. rainbow flashes of the eiectomagnetic spectrum carousel across my eyes and I
am overcome Pam

How does 2% equal 80%?
Only 2% of al Americans are Greek'
But SOS of al fortune 500 E xecs are'

Congratulations Ekzabeth Vogt on your recent
lavabermg to Theta Chi-Dan
Love. The Sisters of Alpha Phi

2\ does equal 80S
Dec 14/21 JIIIMundortt2l'Dec14
Happy early b-day Jado'A rule to remember A
nite to forget'cuz its gonna 8 2 hits:
U hitiin the bottle a then U hlttln the ground
It's gonna B he* but hopefuny not Jail'
Cheers. Schmitty
PS But at this point We don't know

Rush Information Night. January 18 at 7 30

intramural Forfeit Fees Bring your receipt and
pick up your refund by Dec 14 Office open
Finals Week 1 005:00pm

JoenRarnone
Happy EARLY 21 st birthday'
Hope it s a great one*
Thanks for everytrwngi
Love.
Dona Maria
Katnna"Pretty lady "-Lady, hope you have a very merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year Gonna miss
you next year(New York) 111 have lo stop and
visit you on my way down to Caracas Might
seeyouover break Thmkmg of you
Lova Always.
Monster
KENCAPELL
Thank you for making 1989 the best year of my
Me' I'm gomg to miss you11 love you'
BoBerri
Kim LongCongrats on getting an intern next semester
Have a great 22nd b-day'
Good Luck
Luv, Kathy
KRISTEN PETERSEN
Your long awaited day is here.
So are the Mai Tats, the vodka, and beer
To the bouncer at Howard's you can now say
"vlt."
It's Dec 10th. I'm 21 & I'm gonna get M'"
Love. Raquet
KRISTI LEPPICH
AN ORIGINAL BEDROCK BABE I'M GOING TO
MISS YOU NEXT SEMESTER-HELLO HILTON
HEAD'
LOVE, HABS
a Chi Alpha-Norman Black
I had a wonderful hme Saturday mghtjust like
our first date 5 years ago' We are gomg to have
the best time on break. I promise
l love you. Heather
Laura"Wtd Thing "-What can I say I'm glad I have the
three of you as friends I hope you have a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year Might
stop down to see you over break Thinking ol
you
Love Always
Monster
UNDASCHNETZER
Thank you for being my best fnend Thank you
for believing that your role in the tamrfy is to be
my watchdog and guardian angel. Thank you lor
helping me "funchon in disaster " Even when
I'm far away. I'l stil be your biggest tan You are
the greatest Christmas present I ever got( even
if it was 12 days late)
Love Caroline
Llaa. Kerbte, and Kevin.
Get out the parly supplies 'cut "The
Stones" are coming to townf Get psyched for
a totally awesome time. 0 ya-who's drhrlng?tha,na).
Best Buddies Forever.
Love Jen

MtkeMehaHk
What s the hne this Saturday7
Is there a "sure ft«ng?"
Cu* we re in need of money
So give us a ring
We I take a few at one o'clock
and then rf we score.
Along with Land and Tar buck
We'H take more at lour
Just remember this is a disease
But we ttwtk we'l be safe
II we cal eachother at half time
and say "keep the tarth "
Love. Raquel and Knsten
Mmdy Goeaman-Conp/asutatione on your long
awaited lavakenng to Emiko the FUI"1
Love. Your Alpha Phi Sisters
MR GRUMPY SLEEPY HEAD
I LOVE YOU
MERRY XMAS AND GOOD LUCK ON FINALS'
XO XO X 0. NOISY

NANCY NELSON
Thanks for putting up with
us this semester
Although we don't always show it.
we really appreciate
al you do f or ua
The Sales Staff

Needed one female non-smoking roommate
Cal 354 0895
NMPC Congratulates Mekssa Gray. Tammy
Sharp. & Debbie Tanska on winning NMPC
RAFFLEI
O-Ph.-A.Big Sue-O-Phi-A
Our rose is yellow.
Our color is blue.
Hope you know you' little loves you'
Arwaya-SKROG MONSTER

Orientation Board would Ike to
congratulate the winners of the
Couch Potato Holiday Raffle
1st
R Gavm
2nd
Phylka Huberl
3rd
Brooke Tier
Janece English
Dave Manning
C Vedourek
John Nelson
Linda Brown
Liz Rice
Brooke Tier
Patrick McCray
Marcy Collins

Pam Shearer.
Have a great 22nd birthday'
A Shot on me'
Luv. Kathy
Pam Shearer
Hey tug-Happy 22nd' Have one on me'
Love you. Little and fnend
Love, Scribes
PERFUME at wholesale' Why Pay more'?
Finals week special - lOHofff order today
353-9931 or 3540135

continued on p. 14

DESPERATELY NEEDED: 1 female roommate
to live with 3 great girls in a house Smoking or
Non You gel your OWN ROOM' 140 month &
utilities Cal Uz or Jenifer 353-9554
ERIN MACDONALD
Although your candle passing didn't turn our
special we know that it is Congratulations on
your pinning to Doug'
Love. Anne. Danielle. Lauren. & Michele

^ BOOKS FOR CASH

|s Blx

One Location for 30 Years

Every Mon-Fn 8-10 PM
WBGU 88.1 FM
The best in R & B. Rap and Dance Muse
in Northwest Ohio
POWER 88

No Computers
No out of state wholesalers
No Drawings or Gimmicks

Extended House. Plsanallo's will be open earlier and closed later starting Saturday Dec 9
through finals week We're closed when we
close Merry Christmas'352-5186
Flannel Boxer Shorts are in
We have a selection of lour different
plaids to choose from
T O a Campus Comer 900 E Wooster

352-3365

Happy liom
Holidays

Free 7 mo. old male cat-neutered, has all shots
Call 353 8190
Fraternity Ule: Can't beat the leeKng
Find out about the BG Greek System
RUSH INFORMATION NIGHT, JANUARY 10
. AT 7:30PM
Lenhari Grand Ballroom. Union
Help! I Have 3 Choices. Find a roommate. Sublease 1 -2 People. Eviction S140 each plus utaties Cal tract 353-8162

ATTENTION INTERESTED GRADUATE STUDENTS:
BEGINNING IN OCTOBER. THE GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE WILL HOLD
ELECTIONS FOR REPRESENT ATI VE-AT-LARGE POSITIONS. THERE ARE
FOUR POSITIONS TO BE FILLED. WHY SHOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN
THE POSITION?
- THE REP-AT-LARGE IS AN INVALUABLE SERVICE TO GRADUATE
STUDENTS FROM THE STANDPOINT THAT YOU WILL REPRESENT THE
GRADUATE STUDENT POPULATION AS A WHOLE - CONCERNING ISSUES
THAT EFFECT ALL OF US. THUS. YOU WOULD BE OUR
"ROVING-REPRESENTATIVE" AT VARIOUS UNIVERSITY-WIDE FORUMS,
SELECT COMMITTEE MEETINGS. AND HOPEFULLY OUR VOICE IN THE
COMMUNITY OF BOWLING GREEN.

^TUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
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BOWLING GREEN'S LARGEST SELECTION
£35
OF
S""IS
BGSU IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
mrm

wwwWWW

- THE REP-AT-LARGE POSITION CAN INVOLVE 'EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEMBER STATUS" - MEANING. YOU CAN HAVE DIRECT INPUT AND ACCESS TO THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
- AS A REP-AT-LARGE. YOU WILL ALSO HAVE VOTING PRIVILEGES ON
ALL AGENDA ACTED UPON DURING GSS SESSIONS.
IF YOU ARE AT ALL INTERESTED IN THIS POSITION. PLEASE FEEL
FREE TO CALL FOR DETAILS AT 372-2426. 9-5 PM. TU OR W. WE ASK
THAT YOU NOTIFY US OF YOUR JNTENT. THANKS. AND GOOD LUCK
DURING THE 89/90 SCHOOL YEAR!

YOUR GSS OFFICERS
**********************

Bill Everyone Wins at SBX [EHlIx

PHI DELTA THETA
Corxaaluletlone
1990E«ecutlveC«llcat»:
PmKtontOMn Schetter
Vice ftesxtent-Scott Basey
Secretary- Jo* Canclleia
Warden Jed Satx*
House Manager - David D4xeeo
Pledge Maale. Johnny Barbarorta
Schoto she-Ken Novak
Social ChairmanOsn Gotham
Rush Crwman- Mark Young
Hiatonan-TIm Preaby
C
infeflMBM
Phi Kappa Tau la
taking tha campus by atom
Rush Phi Kappa Tau 1MB apring
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU88 1 MON-FFI8-10PM
POWER 88
Queen ol title Apdul, and Yak Queen
Payched tor break gonna man you!
Can't wait to come back.
But then there s only two1
What to do. What to do?
Get hooched ana miss you'
Love You Guys'
Always, neicer
QUESTION:
Have U ever seen a WASTED JILL MUNDORF?
ANSWER:
Yes. last year on Dec 14a agavi ttka year Dec
14'
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY JtLL!(eerly|
Radar Detector
354 0895

and poece

band.

Cheap

Randy ■ Merle • Hank ■ George
You know what that means' This weekend's
gonna be great' Don't think It ain't!
RAOUEL FARKAS
After X-mas it won l be long w
"We outta here ' smgaV our son-Ban Ha
Wei Ian by day and party by mght
Thai summers gomg to be out ol sight
Quarters won't know what hit them when we
move in
SOI.
Kristen
RUSH INFORMATION NIOHT
January 18 at 7 30 PM
Lennart Grand Ballroom
BE GREEK!
RUSH INFORMATION NIOHT
January I8at7 30PM
Lenhait Grand Balroom
BE GREEK!

i (w

To my favorite bartender.
Saturday night was a blast and I couldn't have
picked a better date to bring in the new year
with Thanks for a fun tone, your understanding
and iust being "you I can t wait to get together
egem soon'
Love, your 'Wild'' Alpha Gem date
PS I love your Christmas Tree"

Schmltty

continued from p. IS
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Goodkjck on ORES'
Ucan DOIT'
Chases. Snukle
Secret Santa Brian wrth an T
I got your name Merry Chrtalrnee
Dawn
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI SIGMA Cl
Merry Cnrlstmaa 4 Happy New Year' Have
aGAEAT break'
Love. Lori
Sigma Chi Sigma Chi
StgmaChts
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS
Love. Lori

Vegetable Tray S 34 95
Op $5 00
Fruit Tray $39 95
Dip $7 00
Both Trays feed up lo 50 people
Order now' 354-11*3

SNM' SNM • Pau4a Fofcena' SNM " SNM
(I had to do rtwsj
Thanks for babysitting me lor the last 3 1/2
years. I guess you're oft the hook until Valentine's Day-II bring the wine1 So. what do you
want to do now?
loW you.
Jules
STACY YETTF-R
You have made my LIFE complete and Fulflaed
my every dream1 you are the best gal a guy
could ever rawe'l LOVE YOU*
DAVE
Starting > spring semester with a financial
crunch? For being with elderty woman nights
and weekends a female student can have own
ntce apartment and money perks Junior.
Senior status preferred CaH 353-9753
STEP 1 and the Prevention Center wish you a
healthy and happy hofcday season Flemember.
M your gong to celebrate do it safety
T.T.
Happy #22 you aging, experienced wonder
Hopeluty. some of that experience rube off on
me1 Is this the second public dedication you've
got from me? Pay me back later
Love (look, it's emotional) Louie
The Sisters ot Kappa Kapp Gamma would kke to
congratulate Saty CoaVis on her recent engagement to Tim Lahmon.
The Ststers of Alpha Chi Omega wish everyone
a sane Christmas break Happy Hobdays
To ait the sisters of Alpha Delta Pi.
Thanks you tor the tone ol my Me
For betng there when I laughed and cned
For being the reason I laughed and cried
Thank you (or beteving in me when I could not
and for cheering me on even when I failed
Thank you lor being my friende I know things
are going to change, but you wi always be part
of me and I am always here for you
L A L. Caroline
W.R.S.
It's Time to let go
Qrve me the chance
You deserve so much more
Love
KJ

LIVE
at
TK's

buy a HOODED BAJA? How about a
or Belt? Now you don 1 have to go al
to Mexico Just call Steve at Tijuana
354-9616
WHEN IS A GRAPE
A
LETHAL WEAPON?
WHEN IS A GRAPE
A
LETHAL WEAPON'

ZBTZBTZBTZBTZBT
The Brothers ol Zete Beta Tau would eke to
congratulate ZBT Bob Davidson on his kwaasrmg to Metssa Burton
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
ZEPPELIN" WHO'DOORS-STONES'RUSH
Classic Rock-Tonighi n' every Friday mght
10 PM-12 Midnight on 88.1 WBGO
Jam Master Steve Higgms
Request Line # 372-2826
22 CeMa Burden 22
Happy b-day Chippy & Congrats on your .ntern
al Marco Island next semester I love my
Uttle.' Although U think you my Big II H miss
UIXXOO. Schmttty
P S Whose gonna keep me in lme?
'WEIGHT NO MORE"
Nutrition Awareness Weight LOSS Groups tor
students who need lo lose 15 plus *>s An
8 Week program beginning Jan 22 3 Different
tones available Presented by the Student
Health Service Fee Si 1 OOCaH THE WELL"
al 372-8302

WANTED
* FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED '
Spring 90 NEW COLUMBIA COURTS
Fun Guaranteed'352-1401

'FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED"
i female to sublease tuty furnished apt for
Spring '90 Great price for great location Al uhlities but electric Call 353 6138
1 Female needed lo sublease furnished apt (or
spring 90 Rent $160 mo plus elec Please
Can 352-4499
1 female needed lo sublease apt for Spring
Semester Very Close to Campus a 162 mo I
will pay 1 si month rent call 354 3477

Friday Night, Dec. 8
202 Louisiana Ave.
Downtown Perrysburg

874-2071

1 or 2 people needed to sublease a 1 bedroom
apartment on 2nd street For more info, reeve a
Bat 354-5323
2 roomates needed to sublease an apartment in
Haven house Includes use of Cherrywood
Health Spa Cheap and Close to campus CM
352-9198
Accounting 221 students I'm In section
#20O22(MWF 2:30) Anyone in section
#20018 or 20019 8 wants to trade with me
CM Jen 3723435
ASAP-2 non-smoking females needed to sublease apt tor sprang 90 sem-furnished CM
353-5729after 5pm
Cleaning person needed several hrs. per wk
must have transportabon CM 362-7012

Want to
Blanket
the way
Imports

* MALE ROOMMATE WANTED '
1 NON SMOKING MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER NEW. 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED AND
CLOSE TO CAMPUS GREAT PRICE • $130
PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES HURRY' THIS
ONE WONT LAST LONG FEEL FREE TO
CALL FOR MORE INFO 353 76BB

MICHAEL KATON
BAND

16 | MAIN • BOWLING GREEN

VlnChar Produce would axe to help
Cater your Christmas Party

1 or 2 female subleases wanted (or Spring semester Large apt ctoee to campus, turrMahedonrypay4rathe CM3537127

1 female needed lo sublease for Spring Semester, new house own room furnished Very
close to campus" $l75/mo avail Dec 15!
Please call 354-1373 and leave message
1 mate needed to sublease Campus Manor apt
Oose to campus Furnished $l50/mon CM
Bill 3/2-3442 or Brynn 31.4 7039
1 male roommate needed Immediately furnished, good location, water paid
Call
352-2527 AskforChuck
1 or 2 tomato subleases wanted (or Spring semester $l50'mo close to campus, new carpet, own bathroom PLEASE CALL 354-4107

Efficiency (or Sublease 1-2 persons free
heat CM 354 8332 A-atafiH Dec 20
Energetic tnendty MMrJuaJs to rJatribute brochures for Multiple Sclerosis Society fund raising events to Toledo and outlying areas full-time
temporary positions $5 00/hr Plus Mileage
Provide own transportation and tennis shoes
CM 531-1671
Distribution dates January
fl-12 and March 19 23
Female needed lo sublease apl Spring 90
167/mo Own room, very ctoee to campus
Can move i Dec 15 Cal MaryeWen 353-7437
Female needed lo sublease room m house with
3 gals New house - very close to campus cM
354-4370
HOMELESS?
1 female needed tor Spring semester $849 M
utilities except electric paid. No deposit
needed CM Lisa at 353 9155

Need 1 female roommate (or spring 1990
Ctoee to campus Great people to Mve with
Rent $ 143'mo CM 353-8038 for more info
Needed fern rmt Sprng 1990 $137 50 mo
plus uM NEW APT furnished 843 Sixth St
354-7038
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
MALE to sublease clean furnished Apt (or
Spring 90 Close to campus 135 month plus
ulil Call Ken Scon, or Joe364-6419
Needed one Female to sublease an E Merry
Apt with 2 other gals, can move exam
week needed to sublease by 12/8 Nodepos
it CM after 5pm and ask for Julie 353-8432.
Needed. 1 female roommate to share a 1 bedroom apt on Mam Street 155 00 month and UtiMies CM 354-4752
Needed; 1 Female clean roommate for spring
semester
$165/month
Call Becky
3538576
Needed; 2 roommates lor Spring semester in
newly furnished apt one block from campus
Only $118 75permo
CM Rob or Don at 354 - 714 7
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house with 3 girts four houses from
campus FM and Spring Semester Contact
Lynn or Kesey 353 7407
Needed: Female roommate lor Spring '90 to
share Apt. w/ 3 other girts. Call Kim for more
info at 353-9341
Needed. One female roommate lor Spring 90

One female roommate needed to share a house
very close to campus. Own room. Rent is
$125/mo plus unities and gas heat Avail immediately can or leave a message at
362-2744 Ask for Amy
ONE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Nice, furnished apt ctoee lo campus
CM 354-7823

Returning male grad student needs a place to
■ve Spnng Semester CM Tim st (419)
2722556
Rmte Needed for Spring of '90 Own room
Rent is $200/mo Plus gas, elec A Phone
353 3950
Roommate needed to share 2 bedroom apt
1 55/month pkJS uPates CM 353-3575

No other medium can make
that claim. No other medium
is even close.
So let your business reach its
potential with The BG News.
Call 372-2606 for help with
your advertising needs.

THE BG NEWS
TheNation's Best CoUegeNewspaper

Two female roommates needed lor 1990-91
School year CM 354-4273 Ask for Terri or
Rhonda

Space neater wihumldmet. Kodak aide protector Brother wordproceasor Make otter
353 8823
Two tickets Ipr STONES » Pontlec. Ml Dec 10
Best Otter Cal Rob at 353-8231

FOR RENT

Wanted Male or Female Grad Student to sublease Spring Semester
Own bedroom.
$200/mos CM John st 354-1857

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free to residents ol
W1NTHHOP TERRACE

Wanted: Someone to sublease a 1 bdrm apt.
on 2nd St for Spring 353-7994 Bill or R.E.
Mngt

Three great tocaaons
Free heal I water
24 hour maintenance
Laundromat
1 a 2 bedroom apartments
1 a 2 tun baths
SPRING SEMESTER LEASES
352-9135

Wanted Someone to subleoao downtown efficiency for Spring semester CM Doug
353-8789

HELP WANTED
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring M positions Both
skated and iinskitad For information CM (615)
7795507 Ext H210

Elfie For Rent $270 mo
Al unities Pd
On wooster across street trom South Hal

353-9066
352-8052

Pricker's Restaurant now hiring M pontons
Apply at 27390 Helen Drive Exit 193 ft Rt 20
IsehtodSOHlO Perrysburg

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer
Yr Round. Al countries. Al fields Free mlo
Write UC. PO BOX 52-OH03
Corona Del Mar CA 92625
Positions available for cocktail servers, waiters.
waitresses ft kitchen personnel Appiyal Chi
CN's 1 566 S Reynolds Rd , or cM 893-7017
between 2-4pm
PROOFER
UniGraphics. the University graphic arts service
is in need of a proofer (or Spring Semester Apply at Student Employment. 450 Student Service*.
Toledo's only (undrinkery. Henry J's is currently
hiring energetic, outgoing people, who eke to
hove fun when they work Now is the good time
to make extra $ for Christmas, Flexible scheduling and car pools available Apply in person at
Henry J's after 6 OOp m. Wed-Sun
Toledo's only Fundnhkery Henry J's Is currently hiring energetic outgoing people who like to
have fun while they work Now is the good lme
to make extra $ for Christmas. Flexible scheduling and car pools available Apply in person at
Henry J's After 8 00pm Wed-Sun.
Work 15 hours per weekend Our company la
seeking employees to perform unsk*ed bght
production work Current openings lor a new
weekend shift-7 1/2 hours on Saturday and 7
1/2 hours on Sunday. Plant location is only 2
blocks from BGSU campus The rate of wage it
$3 35 per hour If interested in this weekend
shift, or It you can work at least 15 hours Monday thru Friday, call the office al 354-2844 or
pick up an application at Advanced Specialty
Products, Inc 428 Clough Street, Bowahg
Green, Onto

FOR SALE

Call 354-0833
NEEDED: One Male roommate to take over rent
lor Spring 90. Close to campus. Great Uvng
conditions. Furnished CM Ron. Lome, Or Dan
(.354-4540) Anytime

Sinoka BO la aala
Great condWon! $70 (negotiable)
Pleeee cal 353 3642

Wanted: 1 roommateftemale, norvsrnoklng)
To sublease duplex apt. for Spring 1990.
Rent only $150/mo plus gas only. "Own
room! Cell 353-3587 after 5 or 353-5539

Unavg up a fob (or next semester?
Casey's is a better place to work Apply 2-4
1025 N. Mam or call 352-91 13

Male Roommate needed due to Coop next
Semester Large 3 bedroom, 2 bath, furnctfved
apartment Wsang to negotiate rent and subloase agreement Oil R.rh.it 35.1 3494

Leather coat ska new. reasonable prtca. Cal
353-8081

Wanted
1 female, non smoking to share with 2 others
lor Spring Sem Very Nice 146/mth plus electric 1 592 7493 coeector 353 3288

Male Roomates Needed • Spring Semester
610 Second St Apt B
Only $550 and No deposit" Call 354-7224

One or Two roommates needed to sublease
for Spring Semester. 5th st. Duplex. Own
room fireplace f ISO/month Call scott at
352-0081 Of 353-9564

Market research has shown
that since 1985 The BG News
is read by 85% to 95% of our
potential readers on any
given day.

Wanted one non-smoking male roommate to
sublease one hail of apartment tor Spring '90
semester Close to campus CM Steve or Pat
353-8431 Leave message

MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE APT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS PLUS BEC. VERY NICE. CALL
ROD AT 353-8485

One or Two roommates needed to share House
on Ridge Street (or Spnng Semeeter. and each
with own room available CHEAP RENT - under
$ 130 00 a month Close To campus and Man
street Please Contact Rob*n at 353 3347

To reach the BGSU market with
information about your goods
and services, there's no better
way than advertising in
The BG News.

Wanted 1 or 2 roommates Spring Semester
ctoee to campus 521 E Merry Low sem rate
CM Bob or Matt 353-8388.

Help Wanted: Start Spring semester female
student to accept 1 person apartment and additional perks as a payment for being with an elderly woman nights and weekends. Junior.
senior status preferred CM 353-9753 for appointment

Large apt for sublease avaaable 12/18/69
CM 353-3186

One mato wanted to sublease 2 bedroom
apartment (or Spring semester CM 354-4445

Your Business
Potential

WANTED
2 people needed to sublease 2 person apartment/close lo campus Low rent PLEASE
CALL 352 4382

1980
Audi
4000
Many new
parts Body interior exceeent 4-spd $2,000 or
offer 354-7646
1980 Oatsun 210 5 spd 56.000 ml. one
owner New tires AM-FM cassette with
Pioneer speaker system $1.500-CM after
5 30 PM 354-1394
1985 Olds Cutlass Calais Gorgeous, loaded.
reesbie warranty Below book
Mike Tyson photos/rmxerturntable more..
Ouestiona? call John 372-8170 after 9 ft
WMkendts
2 beautiful pendants-"m" wrth over 50 diamonds and md w/champagne gtessesfdiamonds) and "Toast to us" Each appraised M
$2500 Asking $1200 or offer each Private
owner View at DM Jewlers across form B
Franksn You can design a ring from either
1985 Olds Cutlass Calais Gorgeous, loaded.
reliable warranty Below book
Mike
Tyson
pholos/mixer/turntable'more Questions? Cell
John 372 6170 after 9 and wkenda

•••FREERENT-*lor the Itrsl month it you sublasee my Fnuee
Ave apt lor Spring Prater a non-smoking male
Rent a 137 50/mo Cal 363-7994
1 bdrm unfurniehed upslalrs apl
Downtown • $285/mo • NO PETS
Cal 352 0000
1 bedroom apt available S225/month plus ut*lies Cal 354-8600
1 female needed to sublease apt. lor Spring
■emealei. Not tar from campus S162/mo 1
bedroom, targe apt. Cal Pattl or Beth
354 8239
2 bedroom unfurnished Spring Semester
Visage Green Apartments 354-3533.
234 112 S Cotege Avaaable NOW 1-2
bedrm apt Very dose to campus. Maximum
occupancy 2 people. Stove a refrigerator provided
$295 mon
Pn
287-4885 or
1 83' 5992
4 person apt 4 rent. $550/person/semeatar
on 2nd St
For Spring Semester Cal
352-89 n
6 bdrm house 3 blocks rtrom BGSU AvataHe
Jan t $e60/month plus unities Phone
353-3855
Apt for Rent. Spring Semester
Very Close lo campua
Cal after 8pm 354-40870
Apt For aublaaae Spring Sem for 1 or 2 people completely furnished Extremely dose lo
campua Good view. H interesled.c al Jan.
353 9170
Brand new 1 bedroom apt. futy fumlehed.
Lease Marts 12/15 Great lor 1 or 2 people
Quiet1 352-4384 days or 353-7687 even«igs
Downtown Apt for sub-lease 1 or 2 people
$295/mo negotiable
leave message O
353-9643
Excelent deal 1 lemale needed lo sublet for
Spring and or Summer State SI. Very dose lo
campus Fum apl-gas heat-al utn pd Except
elec Rent S180/mo Call Sarah 354 4638
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR NEXT
SEMESTERi CORNER OF 6th i HIGH.
$112.00 PER MONTH PLEASE CALL.

353-6139
Female roommate wanted Spring semeeter
$187 50/month Own bedroom furnished
Apl please cal and leave message 353-8730
Female roommate needed
Good location, only $163.00 per mo
Please cal 364-8833
FOX RUN 90
Unit Available lor Spring

Cal 354 3993
HOMELESS 777
New Specious downtown apt. Aval, for Spring
90 Dishwasher 1 or 2 people needed cal
354-4466
Houses and Apts Close lo campus - lor summet 1980 and 1990-1991 school year. Cat
1-267-3341
Large 1 bedroom apt. avaMxe Spring 1990 UIsWes paid. Cal 354-7258

Alpha Romeo Convertible
1973 Classic. British Racing
Green Open to oilers
CM 1-386-8612

Large 2 bdr Apt/House lor lublsaai Up >
Downstairs. Hardwood Close to campua $
Downtown Sun Porch i Very Nice Reasonable
Rant. Please cal 353-8584 ASAP

For Sale 88 VW Cabriolet white lop and mags.
red interior cruase, air A stereo caas. You deserve tras car. CM 423-0101 or 423-9242
and leave your number Ask lor Gary

Large affordable 3 bedroom house to eubleasetor Spring Semester. This spacious
house includes very large kitchen, 1 in
baths, patio, convenient parking. Electric,
water A sewer patdl Locatsd very clove to
campus on E. Court SL Ma lav preferred. Cell
354-2978.

For Sale 1987 Mercury Merkur XR4T i German Sports car. Excelent condition All option
plus extras Must sM (419) 424-2044 Anytime.

Large house. 1 brock from campua, cheep rent
lor next sem Cal 353-5260
Moving to Totooo-2 bdrm Meumee apt Al
elec Greet Location - minutes from anywhere m
Toledo area. $380/mo Cal 888-1274

PROOFER
KNEADED

Nearly new targe 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bathe, unturn
apt Stove, refng t dishwasher Included Available now starting al $400/montti.
Cal John Newkjve Reel Estate 364-2280
Need 1 mare roommate to lublaesa for Spring
semester $132/mon summer montha free if
Interested Cal anytime 353-8765 8th Street
Poe Road efficiency For Spring Free UflWee
Rent Negotieble. 353-9772
Private roome 3 txocka BGSU Share Irving are.
partly rurrashed $136 (xer/month. Available
eoon/pnone 353-3868
S » V RENTALS One I Two bedroom apt.
houses, avaaable 9«12 month leases Cal
352 7454
^^^

UniGraphics
is need of a proofer for Spring Semester.
Applicants must have at least a 3.0 GPA and a
letter of recommendation from an English or
Journalism professor. Apply at Student
Employment, 460 Student Services Building
TODAY.

SUBLEASE APT lor Spring 90 2 bdrm. big lvlog rm for more Info cal 354-8326 after
5 00pm
SUBLEASE E. MERRY APT.
Spring asm. furnished 2 bdrm, 1 bath, cal now
353-8123
Tired of paying a sajTritorrJ? Roommate wanted
1/1 thru 5/15 No oeposlta Own room and
bath 354-1386
TIRED Of YOUR ROOMMATE?
Perfect efficiency apt available Imrnedtately lor
quiet individual 420 S Mam «2 utaWse paid
Cal 363-0997
Wlnmrop Terrace Apartmenta are now taking
appecaoone lor Spring and Fal 90 leases 1 1
2 bedroom apartmenta available Three greet
locations, heat Included, maintenance, laundry,
etc Cal 352-9135 or come to 400 Napoleon
Rd
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From the Street
What do you want for Christmas?
photo by Greg Horvatb

Carla Weilli, junior gerontology major
from Pleasant Hill: "I'd tike to get a car
for Christmas so that I don't have to walk
to classes in this Bowling Green windy
winter weather."

Dean Lowe, senior broadcast journalism major from Port Clinton: "I'm not
much for material things, however happiness, health and saftey, a good job,
and a thirty hour day so that I can have
time to enjoy myself would be nice."

Heather Osbome, sophomore fashion
merchandising major from Elyria: "I'd
tike a case of Michelob Dry and a plane
ticket to Jamaica."

Tim Fearaside, senior political science
major from Rudolph: "I'd like a big library fine - so my grades don't get sent
directly home."

Remake of French film entertaining
by Brenda Young
For a while it looked as if Ted Danson was well on his way to becoming
the king of the French remakes, with
"Three Men and a Baby," and
"Cousins" under his belt.
"Three Men" was a huge hit, but
"Cousins" surfaced and quickly disappeared.
"Cousins" is based on the film
"Cousin, Cousine," which tells of a
pair of cousins related by marriage
who first come together to make their
spouses jealous, but become friends
and eventually lovers.
Larry (Danson) and Maria (Isabella
Rossellini) meet when his uncle marries
her mother. At the wedding, Larry's
wife Tisch (Sean Young) and Maria's
car salesman-husband Tom (William
Petersen) wander off for a few hours.
Petersen and Young put on a pretty

poor show of passing off a story that
they were test-driving his car which unfortunately broke down. The cousins
decide then to have a "secret" rendezvous to make even the score.
This rendezvous, while remaining
platonic as planned, leads to more
meetings and a friendship which steadily evolves into love.
Rossellini and Danson pretty much
make the movie. Their Maria and
Larry are well-drawn and complex
characters. Tisch and Tom are not only
incomplete, but share all the stock
reactions and behaviors of the "little
girl lost" and the "happy philanderer."
Lloyd Bridges and Keith Coogan, as
Larry's father and son, respectively,
add much needed comic relief which
keeps the story from getting too sugary.
Also tossed in for some tomfoolery

is Gina DcAngeiis as Maria's Aunt Sofia, a constantly exasperated mamma
from the old country reminiscent of
Olympia Dukakis' character in
"Moonstruck."
What also keeps this film from slogging through saccharine, though, are
colorful backdrops that stop the meaningful moments from becoming too irritating.
"Cousins" is credit-to-credit lush
cinematography. A cityscape of ethnicity in rainbow colors keep the eye
entertained even while the mind is
cringing.
There is ample evidence of people of
different nationalities, races, religions
and ages. Maybe it's unrealistic to
portray everyone as so happy they're
about ready to split and perhaps there
isn't any city in the world as clean and
bright, but this story isn't about social
unrest or inner city decay.

It is these vibrant colors and a hardy
sense of the absurd that comes to the
rescue of the weaker characters and the
sometimes affected dialogue.
Underlying the story is all the kitsch
and oddity we in the bland world of
reality would never believe even if we'd
see it. Could there really be a "Weddingland" — a theme park/nuptial
convention that looks like a cross between a Las Vegas quicky-wedding
chapel and Geauga Lake?
If you want the hard edge of realism,
however, maybe "Cousin, Cousine"
would be for you. It's dark and cynical
and, of course, very French.
But if you are looking for pure entertainment, where no serious issues cloud
the air and the story is simple and innocent, "Cousins" is worth the time.
' 'Cousins'' was supplied by Barney's
Video.
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Questioning Santa Clous 9s existence
by Tempo Bierley and Melissa Pucceltl
Dear Santa,
/ thought I'd come right to the
source. I'm beginning to wonder if you
really do exist. Everyone at school says
you don't, even my big brother says it's
mom and dad who put the presents
under the tree on Christmas Eve. I
want to believe in you, but when adults
try to explain who you are 1 get confused. They say you are the "Spirit of
Christmas.'' so does that make you
real or not?
Kindergarten through third grade
seem to be the span of life in which at
least part of the magic of Christmas
disappears. In these years children are
exposed to one of the harsh truths of
the "real world;" they are told "Santa
Claus" exists only in one's imagination.
Thousands of letters are addressed
to the North Pole each Christmas
Season. Parents often intercept these
letters and try to fulfill their children's
wishes, encouraging belief in Santa
Claus.
Some families are more successful at
preserving the myth of ol' Saint Nick
than others, but for many University
students the enchantment only lasted
through the early elementary school
years.
To preserve the spell much longer,

parents apparently would have to harbor their children from antagonizing
older children. Public relations major,
Mary Novoty, said she remembers fleeing a neighbors home in second grade
after being told Santa does not come
anymore. "I screamed, 'He doesn't
come to your house because you don't
believe,' and then ran home."
Novotny said she believed there was
a Santa until third grade when she
woke up around 11:30 and saw her
family placing all the presents under
the tree. (A hint to parents may be to
either place the gifts under the tree
later at night, or post a look-out in case
you wake little ones.)
For graduate student Bonnie Match,
the news came as no accident and was
almost unbearable, Match said. "I was
devastated and I did not want to believe anything anyone said any more."
Her family had tried to break the news
to her, but she would not listen. "I
wouldn't except it until my peers started telling me too, and then I came
home crying."
Some children are more impressionable than others. Crying did not
even occur to the young Phill Mancino.
His family revealed Santa's true identity when he was in second grade and
he said, "OK." The senior English
major said it was not a big issue with
him and he sort of figured that out for

ft
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himself already anyway. "1 had my
suspicions. The concept was all fine
and dandy, but I didn't buy it."
Patti Jacobson remembers becoming
suspicious when returning home from
her grandparent's Christmas Day.
"My parents made us kids sit in the car
for a half an hour after coming home
from my grandparent's in Cleveland.
My parents would go in first to put out
the presents from Santa and then come
out and give us a some excuse why we
couldn't come in," she said. Ingenuity
and credibility are essential in every
parent's Santa stories. The Steely's
warded off an inquisitive Lisa by explaining Christmas magic. Lisa said
when she would ask how that big fat
man got into houses with small or no
chimneys her parents told her Santa
was magic and made himself very
small.
Ann Barger said she had a similar
childhood experience and her parents
told her Santa has keys to all the
houses in the world.
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Over 18 Admitted
Located 10 minutes north of
Bowling Green on rt. 25
Formerly Buttons
Proper ID required
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874-2253
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Santa Claus and
the deaf girl
DALLAS (AP) — Nine-year-old
Amanda Walker put her Christmas wish list on 3-by-S index
cards, thinking that since she's
deaf that would be the best way
to communicate with Santa
Claus.
Santa had a surprise for her
Friday at Valley View Mall. He
knew sign language.
"She got a lot more animated
when she saw that I could sign.
That opened things up more,"
said Curtis Snethen of suburban
Irving, who has been filling in for
Santa at several malls this year.
Snethen, who learned sign language in a class at his church,
said his role reminds him of the
scene in the holiday movie classic, "Miracle on 34th Street."
"It's the part where the girl
who has just arrived from Holland is sent in to talk to Santa,
and Santa is told the girl only
speaks Dutch and to just nod
along like he understands her,"
Snethen said. "And then when
Sama answers her in Dutch and
her eyes sparkle...

What is it?

wmlotid'ts
The
wild
funtier

DOO

Last week's winner was Paul
McCulcheon. who correctly
Identified the object as a tail
Ughl.
For great food and dunks. It's
perfet tly clear llial Quarters Calf
is the riglit choice

II you can identify ihis
object, you could win a SI5
gift cenilicaie Irom Quaner's
Calc. 1414 B. Woosier. (Does
not include lax, gratuity, or
<i/( riliulic beverages).
Drop your answers in ihe
entry lx>x located in the BG
News editorial office, 214
West Hall.
Entries are due each
Thursday, 5 p.m. The
winning entry will !><• named at
thai lime. II more than one
i orrect entry is received •>
drawing vvUI be held to
determine the wlnnei
Employees ol BGSU student
Publications are not eligible

******

CO^
uu F.. Woosier Bowling Green, Oil
333-8733

ENTRY FORM
Name

'

A( i< Iress

Phone Number.
What is it.'
lieturn n> in, Veu.s l-tliioii.il Olliic. JI4 HIM n.ill n< ,.s<
1 tnployes ol IMJSI' Student Public .liions ,ne noi eligible
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Toledo Red Cross aids disaster relief
by Donna Sharper
When Hurricane Hugo devastated
Puerto Rico and South Carolina and
an October earthquake hit California,
Toledoans of the American Red Cross
went to the sites in a nationwide effort
to help pick up the pieces.
Sharon DeVaughn, the director of
nursing and health services in the
Greater Toledo Area Red Cross Chapter, said she and SO other American
Red Cross members flew to San Juan,
Puerto Rico, on a charted flight. The
members had to sign a waiver because
the San Juan airport had been severley
damaged by the hurricane.
DeVaughn helped maintain the
health of 675 American Red Cross
workers. She said the stress level affected the workers the most. She made
sure a nurse was stationed in every hotel every night and checked workers' as
they came to the island.
DeVaughn said the only thing she
really thought of was keeping the staff

healthy. "I was overwhelmed by the
immensity of (the disaster)." She said
the feeling was indescribable. "You
just move."
"There's a real need for staff coming out of a disaster to have three days
off (from work)." She said all employees who work in a disaster get
three days off when they return because the work is so draining.
DeVaughn worked in San Juan for
three weeks and returned a week before
the earthquake struck California.
Joan Mettee, assistant executive director of the same Chapter, also went
to a hurricane site. On Sept. 21, she
went to Charlotte, N.C., one day before Hugo hit Charleston, S.C. She
said she and others had been stationed
in Charlotte because the National Red
Cross wanted them to be there when
the hurricane hit.
Mettee said she coordinated the
fund-raising efforts in Carolinas. She
relayed to state officials, political figures and corporate people what dona-

tions the Red Cross was recieving and
gave an accurate report of how the
money was being used.
"A lot of the local chapters took
care of the average citizen," she said.
She handled the major gifts, such as
the relief concert Barry Manilow and
the University of South Carolina gave.
Mettee said, "The devastation down
there was unbelievable, but what was
more unbelievable was how everyone
pulled together and helped each
other." Mettee handled other major
fund-raising campaigns and donations.
Oprah Winfrey gave a live show from
Charleston and raised $1.5 million.
American Express out of London gave
$120,000 and IBM gave $225,000.
Mettee also coordinated Marilyn
Quayle's visit to Charleston. Quayle,
who supports disaster relief and is a
long time volunteer of Red Cross, also
visited Columbia and stressed the need

for donations and volunteers.
Mike Bittner, the disaster specialist
for the same chapter, said he flew to
Santa Cruz two days after the earthquake hit California. After his arrival,
he and some volunteers took inventory
at a warehouse of incoming supplies
and filled the orders of local shelters,
he said.
Being able help people gave Bittner a
"good feeling," he said. He told a
story of a family that lived in the Santa
Cruz mountains. Their home had been
destroyed and they lived in a tent in
front of it in order to discourage looting. One evening at around 11 p.m.,
the couple and their two little girls went
the shelter for food, water and blankets. Besides giving them what they
needed to survive in their tent, he gave
the children brand new stuffed animals. Bittner said giving them the toys
eased their pain "because they had lost
everything."

Different tunes for different folks
Music Review
by Frank Esposito and Chuck Travis
This Year's Fad - Dog Factory
Here's a four-song cassette that features two average pop tunes ("Dog
Factory" and "Train Without A

ATO

ATO

ATO

Track"), one horribly overwrought
ballad ("She")... and one HUMDINGER of a tune! The winner's
name is "Francine" and it's a barefoot
country amble with hooks aplenty and
lyrics concerning the eternal topic of
unrequited love ("You can't attack me
in my dreams"). Although 75 percent
of this effort is unremarkable, "Francine" alone makes these local rockers
worth watching.
Darrow Dregs -Death Of The Dregs
This live cassette offering of these
local rock geeks' final gig takes rock

ATO

ATO

ATO

ATO

ATO

'n'roll places it's never wanted to go
before and probably never wants to
again. Nonetheless, phlegm-rock numbers such as "Monkey Love," "Ugly"
and "Dan-O" have their own kind of
charm. And for sheer cacaphony, you
can't beat the noise-packed finale to
"I'm Just A Bill." Yaget II songs in
20 minutes, plus a lot of crowd noise,
half-whispered conversations and
dumb jokes thrown in for good
measure. It's a fitting testament to the
Dregs' career.
Acoustic Front is on hiatus, re-
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examining their philosophical motives
while undergoing a musical identity
crisis; perhaps the snows of January
will bring inspiration. We can only
hope.
Braille Radio has just released an EP
— Walking By The Whorehouse. It is
a dynamic whirlwind, punctuated by
the desolate yearnings of singer Lee
Koehler as he muses over the anomie of
today's club scene. Guitar texturalist
Anthony Makes creates an industrial
edge of sound that sears over the galloping rhythm section of bassist John
Penka and ex-Euro-k drummer Rich
Bublik. Five hundred copies of the recording are ready to be stocking stuffers this holiday season.
Pump— Aerosmith
It's raunchy, it's rude and it's 100
percent rock. These guys prove it's
possible (and better) to age disgracefully in rock. If the Bulletboys drank as
much as they should and if Winger
could actually fill their speedos, they
still couldn't pelvic thrust like Steven
Tyler.
The End of The Innocence by Don
Henley, released earlier this year has
proven to be the sleeper of the year.
Henley, like the band Boston and
guitar whiz Jeff Beck, only puts out records when he has a consummate piece
of art. The album aches with the dilemma of a country at a crossroads in
history. The title track is a panoramic
look at the strewn pieces of a postReagan America. The drum-track,
while seemingly cheesy at first, takes
on a shimmering gospel fervor in concert. The album speaks about the
redemption from broken promises that
have implications that reach political
morality as well as shattered relationships. When Henley sings "its
about forgiveness ... forgiveness," on
■See Rock, page 5.
. • J
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Finding out if reindeer can really fly
by Jennifer L. Slang
The assignment: an informative article on reindeer. What do I know about
reindeer? Nothing. So I began my
quest with a list of credible sources to
give me information.
The Toledo Zoo could tell me what
they eat, where they sleep, and how
they get them from the North Pole to a
Midwestern town like Toledo. I wondered if they had been acting strange
lately and is it their antlers that enable
them to fly? When I called, no one
could give me any reasons or solid information, so I left two messages for
the curator of mammals, of course, to
no avail.
My next attempt at a source was the
Bowling Green airport. No one was
quite sure of the aerodynamics that are
needed to enable a reindeer to fly. I
wondered about the Federal Aviation
Administration. What sort of clearance does a reindeer need to land? My
story was definitely lacking in information and my deadline was getting closer
by the minute.
I was running out of ideas for sources when it hit me. Who would know
more about reindeer than anyone in the
world? Santa Claus. I knew he could
help me. I had seen the workshop sitting on Main Street in downtown Bowling Green and I just knew that he could
give me some answers. As I began my
walk to meet Santa Claus, it began to
■ From Rock, page 4.
the last track of the album it takes on a
symbolic coda that transcends the loss
of innocence.
Passion (Soundtrack from the Martin Scorsese film, 'The Last Temptation ofChrist')by Peter Gabriel. The
soundtrack of the year. Peter Gabriel
has woven his own esoteric approach
to music with Moroccan and MiddleEastern chants, melodies and rhythms
into a masterpiece. The album expresses the agony and the ecstasy of the
spiritual duality of man. By combining
heavy forboding rhythym textures with
reeling arabic melodies, Gabriel creates
a landscape of emotion that is both
lush and stark. Within this landscape
melodic motifs carry the listener to the
edges of surrealistic perception to drop
them gently into waterfalls of Vival;
dish choral work. It is an album whose
streets run with the blood of crucifixion and whose spirit unifies the ecstasy
of the flesh with the love of God.

rain. It was certainly foreshadowing; I
should have known better than to forge
on. I should have turned around and
gone home, but I really needed the information. After all it was Santa
Claus.
I neared the workshop anticipating
jolly old Saint Nick, but found nothing
but closed doors. There were no hours
posted on the doors outside and I
asked a few people on the street but
they had no idea where he could be. I
went to Ben Franklin but no one working there knew. So I went to Uhlman's
and inquired there. The salesperson
paged two other employees, but no one
had a clue to Santa's whereabouts. My
chances for a credible source were really beginning to look bleak.
I was just about to give up, when I
remembered something. Santa is a
busy guy this time of year and I'm sure
he has a hectic schedule. He had to be
at a mall or department store somewhere in Bowling Green, so I ventured
out to Woodland Mall in search of
Santa.
At last I found him, the ultimate
credible source. He was very cooperative and willing to answer questions.
"Right now they're getting ready to
pull the sleigh to all the good boys and
girls. They eat typical reindeer food,
collards and alfalfa," he said. He told
me that they have test runs every night
and get a good night's sleep in special
shelter houses. When asked if he had a
favorite reindeer, he said, "Oh sure,
Rudolph is definitely my favorite."
The only subject Santa was unwilling
to address was the source of a reindeer's aerodynamic ability. This answer, I suppose, is left to us and will
forever remain a mystery.

Acrod>n»mk«ll>-sound reiadeer spotted at Woodland Mill

Friday/Greg Horvatk
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Origins of the Christmas tree custom
by Chuck Travis
Our version of the Christmas tree
that stands in living rooms across the
nation had its origins in pagan religious
ritual. The custom started with
European tribes celebrating fertility
during the longest, darkest night of the
year. Huge wheels smeared with tar
would be set aflame and rolled, roaring
down hillsides. Fir trees would be set
ablaze and the celebration of the winter
solstice would mark the beginning of
the journey to the summer solstice.
Erik F. Graubart, German folklorist
and director of the University's foreign
language laboratory, said the season of
Christmas coincides with the winter
solstice. Some of the customs of the
pre-Christian celebration have been
translated to today's observance of the
season.
"The Christmas tree, as we know it
today, originated as a fertility symbol
used by Germanic tribes and in some
cases the trees were even hung upside
down,"Graubart said. The ritual was a
part of the deification of the weather
and nature, and with the advent of
Christianity this symbol was assimilated into the Christmas tradition during the conversion of the pagan tribes,
he said.
The custom of ornamenting the trees
began with Europeans who would hang
candles and silvered pine cones for

Wedding
Apparel

decoration. Graubart, who was born in
Austria and lived in Germany before
moving to America said the decorations were edible as well. "I can
remember the baking of cookies with
holes in them so that we could string
them on the tree... I have pleasant
memories of waiting to eat them off of
the tree as part of my family's celebration."
This Christmas tradition came to
this country by way of immigrants
from Europe. Christmas trees are a big
business in the United States, particularly in the forested areas of the country such as the upper peninsula of
Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin,
Graubart said. Locally, Christmas tree
stands flourish around the holiday
season.
Mike Johnson, along with his father
and his brother, run a stand in Bowling
Friday/Greg Horvath
Johnson's Christmas tr« stand on N .Main St.
Green. They started the business in
Perrysburg with 100 trees. They sold
nized as the "old-fashioned" trathose out and since that first stand,
portion with the amount of time it
have branched out with three more
ditional tree. "The Scotch Pine is
takes to grow a given tree. A newly
stands in Bowling Green. They also
probably the heartiest tree, it holds its
purchased tree should be immediately
bought their own land up in Michigan
needles the longest, while the Douglas
put in water. Such a tree will absorb a
five years ago to grow their own crop
fir is probably the most aromatic,"
great deal of water during the first 24
of trees. Since it takes up to seven years Johnson said.
hours and this will extended its
to grow a tree, they will not have their
The price of a tree depends on the
seasonal life, Johnson said.
growing time for a tree and is in profirst harvest for two more years Johnson said.
There are many varieties of Christmas trees, and the blue spruce is recog-

Talking with Santa Claus
by Tempo Blertey

forward
107 Louisiana Ave.,
Perrysburg

DECEMBER SALE
Mon. ihru Wed... 10:00-5:00

Thun

12:00-8:00

Fri. and Sat

10:00-3:00

874-0146

The Christmas season holds different meaning for different people;
however, it is traditionally known as
the time for giving and is a tradition,
Santa said from his cozy shelter on
Main Street, carried out by children as
well as adults. "Kids are a lot more giving than most people give them credit
for."
He also said many children, although extremely giving and anxious to
meet Santa Claus, are actually very
shy. "I speak to them in a soft voice

like I know them and ask them their
name," Santa said. After a little encouragement and a candy cane the
child usually warms up to the jolly old
elf. He said so far he has not really had
an embarrassing or trying encounter
with a child, but has had some very
memorable ones. "The real fun youngsters are the ones who will get about a
foot away and start hollering. Sometimes they just start to cry when you
are not expecting it," he said.
While at the Woodland Mall, Santa
said he finds adults as unpredictable as
children. He said one of his more unforgettable experiences is when he had
his picture taken with an 87-year-old
man. "He's so proud of that that he
takes it and shows it around down at
the coffee shop. That is a rarity." He
said he likes speaking with kids of all
ages. "It's an enjoyable game."

St. Nick's biggest responsibility is
knowing what toys are popular.
"Santa has to keep up on his toys," he
said. The most popular requests
received at his Main Street location this
year have been Betsy Wetsy dolls and
Barbie accessories for girls and TICO's
Hover Craft for boys. While at the
Mall Santa said he has received many
requests for Nintendo items from boys
and girls of all ages.
Nintendo games and Barbie dolls are
a little easier to furnish than some of
Santa's more unusual requests. Santa
said he recalls one youngster stepping
into his shelter and asking for a little
brother or sister. "And that's a tough
one I might add," Santa said, but
often times a family is already expecting a child so he can say good-bye to a
smiling child after honestly telling the
child a baby is a possibility.

Lunch & Dinner Parties Taken

OAK'EN
BUCKET

Good Food For You
Super Ribs & Seafood
BBQ Beef Ribs & Chicken

Super Lunch
11:30-4 P.M.
LOVE AT
FIRST BITE

THICK-THICK STEAKS

KING BEEF KABOBS t STEAK ITALIAN
WHEN YOU EAT HERE
YOU NEVER LEAVE HUNGRY

Super Thick Sandwiches & Salads
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Final exams, stress, and Christmas
by Christopher J. Dawson
The weather's getting bad. It's getting cold, and more windy than usual
(if that's possible). Finals are upon us,
and there is no escape. Term papers are

due. The rent is due. The phone bill is
due. No one has clean laundry. Everyone is broke. It's cold and flu season.
The cafeterias had a "Variations of
Cod" theme night. No one likes their
roommates anymore. Everyone hates
Bowling Green. Insomnia is a reality.
Stress is terminal. Yep, that means
only one thing. It's Christmas time!
Ah yes, that one time of the year
when everyone gets more stressed out
than usual, but still have to put on a
happy face and pretend to be joyous,
even though the Visa Bill From Hell is
coming. That one time of the year
when we all believe in peace and goodwill, but still will fight through crowds
to get the latest toy sensation, cursing
all the while. Ho, ho, ho, indeed.
All sarcasm and cynicism aside, I
personally am looking forward to the
holiday season. Stress or not, it's still a
break from the hustle and bustle of
school. I've been having such a helluva

time concentrating on my schoolwork,
it's not even funny. Trying to read an
assignment for a class is a major mental effort. Attending said class is a
major physical effort. It's time for a
break.
I do have to buckle down and get
psyched for some major shopping,
though. I would have done it earlier,
except for the minor fact that I didn't
have any money earlier. As usual, I
have to wait until I sell my books back
before I can afford to buy presents, not
that I'll get much money back. Oh
well. Mom loves perfume and Dad can
always use a new tie.
I also have to look around for stuff
that people can buy me, since I have
very little time during the semester. I'll
have more time and access at home for
perousing the shopping malls (and
dodging those high school kids. Why
don't they hang around in pool halls or
someplace else?).
However, since I am in theory an
adult (if not in practice), my choices
get narrower and narrower every year.
I still want toys for Christmas, dammit! I guess I'll have to settle for
clothes. Oh, boy. I love clothing. It's
so much fun on Christmas morning to
play with my new sweaters. Hours and
hours of fun. Excuse me, but my sarcasm has gotten a little out of control.
There are toys for adults that I could
ask for, but they tend to be expensive
(not THOSE kinds of adult toys, all
you people out there with your minds

in tne gutter, I mean stuff in catalogs
like Sharper Image).
So yeah, I'll settle for clothes. I'll
also ask for some compact discs. I've
been blowing all of my meager income
on them, so why not have Mom spend
some big bucks on them for me? I do
have to make sure they are mainstream
requests, so she won't have too much
trouble finding them. She hates record
stores enough, since most feature employees that leap out from behind the
Jazz racks and repeatedly ask to help
you until you can pull out a can of
mace and fend them off. I mean, if my
request is normal enough, then she
shouldn't have too much of a hassle in
finding them on her own. I don't want
to have her go through the embarrassment of asking for something like
Mctallica or Death Angel.
I'm also looking forward to seeing
some of my old friends. This is one of
the few breaks that all the colleges
match up for. Besides, even my friends
that have apartments or houses at
school will still come home for Christmas, unlike summer or spring break.
Of course, it'll probably work out like
every Christmas break works out; we'll
all say "Let's get together this break,"
and never really get together. Oh well,
at least our hearts are in the right place.
All my humor (or attempts of
humor) aside, try to remember a few
things in this holiday season. First, remember all the people who are still trying to piece their lives back together

Tainting Churches' shows family
relationships in different colors
by Deborah Hippie
With a cast of three and a set consisting of chairs to seat them, Tina Howe's
"Painting Churches," performed this
past weekend in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre, had nothing to do with painting buildings, but painting the rich tapestry of human relationships.
Starring Lisa K. Barnett, Dean
Yohnk and Teressa Strasser, the scene
was set in the Church family's townhouse. Fanny Church, played by Barnett, a senior theatre major, and Fanny's husband Gardner, played by
Yohnk, a graduate student in theatre,
are awaiting the arrival of their
daughter, Mags.
Mags, portrayed by Strasser, a junior theatre major, is a New York portrait artist who comes home after enjoying a year of success in the big city.
We see her strut in to the familiar
house, after having to wait to be let off
the train because a man had a heart attack then waiting to get a cab. Ultimately, she "runs" home.
Her purpose in coming home after a
year — to help her parents move to a
smaller cottage and more importantly,
to paint their portrait.
Simple enough task? A play
wouldn't be a play if it was that simple
— in this case, Mags' frustrations with
her family are apparent .All she seems..

to need is the approval of her parents
to carry her on.
But going home again is never easy.
Gardner is going senile after enjoying a
long and prosperous career as a writer.
Now, instead of writing his own, he
critiques the work of others — that is,
if he can remember where he put it.
Meanwhile, Fanny tries to take care
of him the best she can, without insulting the poor man's intelligence.
However, Mags seemingly finds her
mother's treatment awful.
Fanny, in a frenzy, tells Mags of the
trials and tribulations of living with
Gardner. She loves him, but life has
become harder on her and on him. As
mothers frequently will do, she places
the burden of guilt upon her daughter
because of her few and far between
visits.
Although Mags has success as an excuse, there is simply noexcuse for the
nonchalant attitude the daughter seems
to have regarding her parents. A lesson
to be learned for all children that have
gone away from home and seemingly
forgotten their roots.
In the meantime, Mags continues
painting their portrait.
Of course, Gardner and Fanny are
not without faults, much like other
parents. No mother or father can be

after such disasters like Hurricane
Hugo or the San Francisco Earthquake. Or people struck by calamities
like tornadoes or floods that never
make the evening news. Let's not forget the homeless in America, and
around the world, either. Remember
them, for their Christmases will more
than likely not be very merry.
Also remember the events in Eastern
Europe; we could be seeing a second
Russian Revolution, and ultimately a
whole new world. This is history in the
making, and in a year of tragedies, the
opening of the Berlin Wall could go
down as one of the great events in human history. And we can say that we
saw it, that it happened in our lifetimes. Maybe the human race isn't so
bad after all. What a nice way to end
the year, a big present for mankind.
Merry Christmas, everyone (or Happy
Hannukah, or Happy Winter Break).
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Griswolds return for Christmas fun
and genuinely funny. He relies on the
audiences' past to understand the
humor. (Hasn't everyone had a weird
relative like Eddie?) At times though,
some of the jokes can be seen coming
from a mile away. The yuppie/progressive neighbors are victims
of this kind of comedy. They make a
quip about wanting a Christmas tree
and Clark obliges by accidentally felling a tree through their large picture
window. Notwithstanding, this is a
funny film.
Hughes gives the directing reigns to
first-time feature director Jeremiah
Chcckich. Chcckich, a TV commercial
director, handles the material aptly for
a first effort. He lets Chase loose as
Clark, giving him license to get as crazy
as he wants. Wisely, Chase keeps his
character in subtle check, letting
Clark's bumbling charm win the audience over.
"National Lampoon's Christmas
Vacation" isn't the best of the three,
it's not as good as the first, but ultimately, it's leaps and bounds above
"European Vacation." The flaws of
this film are evident but the laughs will
help to overcome those Finals Blues
that everyone seems to be singing these
days.

by Brian Lumley
The third in a series of Chevy Chase
vehicles, "National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation" provides a number of laughs that ultimately overcomes a very weak and unoriginal
script.
Whereas the first two "Vacation"
outings took the Griswold family to bizarre and interesting locales (remember
Wally World?), this time the family
opts (o stay home and face the most
horrendous of all nightmares — family. Clark and the rest of the Griswolds
face every problem that could possibly
plague a suburbanite family. Bickering
in-laws, senile aunts, a slobbering
monstrosity of a dog affectionately
deemed "Snots" and other Griswoldian terrors infest the yuletide cheer.
Clark's passion for family life is endearing — the sight of his house lit up
with thousands of Christmas bulbs
brings tears to his eyes. The arrival of
his cousin-in-law Eddie (from the first
"Vacation") provide the best laughs in
the film. His wry comments and, shall
we say, unusual dress, virtually lets
Eddie steal every scene. Eddie's presence puts a damper on the Griswold's
old-fashioned Christmas.
Their lumbering, behemoth dog
Snots gets into the garbage, drinks
from the Christmas tree stand and
creates pandemonium when a squirrel
is let loose in the house. I could digress
on a number of detailed points, but
suffice it to say, this film is much like a
physical embodiment of Murphy's
Law — whatever can go wrong does go
wrong.
There are some obvious problems
with the film, such as a disjointed
effort to combine sentiment with serious guffaws. The transition is stilted
and the attempts at any real emotion is
nay. This is supposed to be a comedy,
and the real humor comes from the at-

■ From Churches, page 7.

Chevy Chase is Clark Griswold In "National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation." Photo
courtesy Warner Brothers.

tempts to parody emotion. When
Clark breaks into tears at the sight of
his brightly-illuminated abode, it's
funny. Sentiment is way out of line in
this film. The material is at its best
when it's able to satirize the real world.

Writer/Director John Hughes (of
"Breakfast Club" and "Sixteen Candles" fame) lampoons all aspects of
holiday life. From the reverent trimming of the tree to the family sled outing — these scenes are introspective

sensitive to each and every issue, but
sometimes it means more to the child
than meets the eye. Mags relates a story
of dinnertime antics that led her to her
interest in art. In a heart-wrenching
speech, she relates an experience in
which all sons and daughters can identify with.
Overall, this play demonstrates the
thoughts and feelings that anyone who
has left home goes through, especially
in dealing with a changed environment.
The lessons are some that should be
taken to heart and the actors did a
wonderful job in portraying each side
of the arguments.

Rush returns to their classic sound
by C.J. Dawson
The Canadian rock trio known as
Rush is back again with their new
album. Presto, and this latest is one of
their best since t heir Moving Pictures
release, one of rock music's classic
albums. The group is on a new label,
Atlantic/Anthem, and also has a new
producer, Rupert Hine (Peter Collins,
who produced the last album was unavailable due to scheduling conflicts),
and their sound shows the new influences. WithPresto. Rush has rediscovered the guitar, and Alex Lifeson

In fact, the album has a jangle-guitai
sound that is the mainstay of progressive music. However, unlike a lot of
progressive music, this work has a
sense of maturity about it. Geddy Lee's
vocals are not as screeching as in the
early days, and his bass thunders all
throughout the alburn. Neil Peart provides solid percussion work, but his
presence on the album seems very subdued. No solos from him this time.
If anything, Alex Lifeson is the dominant force on the album, from his
acoustic.solo chords on "Presto," to
his scorching electric solos on songs
like "Red Tide," and "Chain Lightning." The sythesizcrs which dominated
the last couple of Rush albums are in
the background, where they belong.
The songs on the album have a rich,
full sound, and have a more of a rock
edge to them than the songs on Hold

conductor" are faster-paced, and have
catchy lyrics. "Show Me" is already on
the airwaves, and if the marketing
people at Atlantic Records have any
sense, they'll be quick to release
"Superconductor," one of the best
tracks on the album.
Other strong efforts include "War
Paint," with its tight harmonies and
"Available Light," which showcases a
surprising vocal virtuosity from Lee.
Peart's lyrics show his creative use of
the English language and his feelings in
the political arena. Anyone who wishes
to politicize song lyrics should take a
peek at songs like "Red Tide," because
Peart has a way of stating his message
without overkilling it, like too many
politically-oriented groups do nowadays. With songs like "Presto," he
shows a yearning for better times, in a
way continuing the theme seen in the

All in all, Prestoh a well-balanced
effort, one that will reel in the Rush
fans easily, but one that will also gain
new fans. Rush has a tendency of altering its sound for whichever producer is
at the helm, and producer Rupert Hine
deserves a long term behind the control
boards, because he's brought Rush
back where they belong. This is an
album that has been long in coming.
Look for Rush to tour beginning in
February.
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Mosquito

Sketches

Tommy Hunter

Snoops

Dates

NBC News

Errt Tonight

Night Court

Baywatch

ABC News

Ada*

Family Feud

Fun House

Business

MacNei/Lehrsr Newshour

Wash. Week WalSt

Doctor Who

McUughan

Wash Week Wan St.

Friday

Strangers

"6" D&BVWT NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Philadelphia 76ers

Facts ol Lite Boss?

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Prefcdelphia 76ers

SportsLook

Ski World

SpottsCtr

Perry Mason Case ol Shooting Sir

GarhekJ

11:30

Sports

12:00

12:30

St Elsewhere

News

Good Rockm Tonne

News

Magnum. P.I.

MencusoFBI

N6WS

Tonight Show

20/20

NGWS

Nighttme

The Big Fa

Letlermen
Arser»oHef
EastEnders

Cnmewatch

Sign-Ofl
Trial by Jury After Hours

News

Bodybuilding: Mv Amar

Auto Racing

Motorweek

Movie "Beneath the Planet ol the Apes"

Jeftersons

Sanford and Son

SportsCtr.

College Basketbal N.M. St. at N.M.

Movie: "Atari Nation"

DECEMBER 9,1989
1:00

12:30

1:30

2:00

Fields ol Honor

Horse Show Jumping

Anything

Tennis

Par 27

FMi'n

Garhek)

Rude Dog

Ragg Ann

Storybreek

Kingdom

Horse Show Jumping

Chipmunks

Saved-Bed

Health

Star Trek

Newhart

Falcon Crest

Movie: 'Beverly Hast Cop 11"

Movie: "Hairspray"

12:00

Rude Dog

1968 Skele America

Ten of Us

11:30

News

Movie: "Some Like It Hot"

Boss?
Boss?

11:00

Journal

True Blue

Business

Chailes

10:30

Falcon Crest

Street Legal

Family

10:00

9:30

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

11:00

o
m
m
o

8:00

USA Today

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
O
O
CD
O

7:30

CBS

MacNaH/Lehrer Newshour

EVN Sports

nic

7:00
mm

6:30

O

1
DECEMBER 8,1989

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

5:00

4:30

Sportsweekend

Sportsweekend

College Footbal: Army vs. Navy

ALF

KIssyFur

Young Univ.

College Basketball Nevada-Las Vegas at Oklahoma

SportsWortd

Bugs & Tweety

Crack-Ups

Weekend

Quantum

Cotage Basketbal Duke at Michigan

Cotage Basketbal: North Carolina at Iowa

P Franey

Gourmet

Cooking

Garden

Frugal Gourmet

Old House

Vets Only

Fred Trost

Motorweek

StreamsKle

OW House

Victory Garden

Woodwnght

Lap Cutting

Austin City Limits

AH Creatures

Woodwright

A Colonial Christmas

TVs First Music Videos

Manon. ( Friends

Batman

Better Home Thle-NFL

World WideV (■restkng

Buck Rogers

Movie: "Peach Party"

Fat Guy

Star Trek

Yogi Bear and the Magical Flight ol the Spruce Goose

EIPN Cotage Football: Division III Championshipe

Gc* WUh the Legends

THC Movie: "Kiss Me Goodbye"

Short Film

5:30

Cotage Footba* Army vs. Navy

Movie: "Alien Nation"

Batman

WKRP

Mama

Movie: "Warlords ol Atlantis"

New Lassie

N-BW BMW

PGA Golt: Team Championship

Senr. PGA Golt: KaBnapa*

Movie: "Shoot to Kri"

Movie: "Stakeout"

SATURDAY EVENING

o
o
ID
19

m
m

6:00
News

6:30
CBS News

Saturday Report

7:00

7:30

8:00

Video Gift Guide

Paradise

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Connie Chung

Tour ol Duty

11:00
rwws

11:30

12:00

Real Fishing Don Cherry

NHL Hockey: Montreal Canettans at Toronto Maple Leafs

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Cash Conn

Paycheck

Cotage Basketball: Toledo at Evansville

News

NBC News

Entertainment This Week

227

Amen

Golden Girls Empty Nest

Research

ABC News

Star Search

Belvedere

Living Dolls

Movie: "Christine Cromwell: Easy Come, Easy Go"

DeGrassI

Video

Lawrence West Show

Great Performances

Peter. Paul and Mary Holiday Concert

Latenight America With Dennis Wholey

News
Weight

Hunter

12:30

Movie: "Rotarbal"'
Night Music

News

Paradise

News

Saturday Night Live

kisport

WWA Wrestling

Arsenio Hall

0D

Manoni 1 Friends Cont'd

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderful Work) ol Disney Movie: "How the Wesl Was Won"

O

Boss?

RotarGames

Cops

Reporters

Tomorrow

Star Trek

Comic Strip Live

Fri. the 13th Series

©

Happy Days | Mad House

Star Trek: Next Gener

Cops

Reporters

Tomorrow

Star Trek

Comic Strip Live

"Shanghai Surprise"

IrvtcHale

ESI* Si ni PGA Goil Kaanapah

SportsCtr.

TMC

Movie: "Cherry 2000"

Movie: "Stakeout" Cont'd

Cotage Foott «•: Air Force at Hawaii

NFL Great
[Movie: "Allen Nation''

THE ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin and Nail Designers

SportsCtr.

College Basketball

Movie: "ReHivenatnx"

LOCATED
IN THE
WOODLAND Hours:
MALL
IMUm-tM,
y 1234 N. Main St. •*•••»
phone: 353-0119

10% Discount

20% off perms, color,
haircuts and sculptured
nails with this ad. Call and
make your appointment
with Tammy or Natalie

with university I.D. on Thursdays
(NON-SALE ITEMS ONLY)
We have over 250 different items
and we take special orders:

Tammy
352-4143

• Candy • Nuta • Fruits • Snacks • Sugarfree Candy
• Minn • Jelly Bellies (40 llavoral • Baking Supplier
• SpU ra • Soup Mlaaa • Giaina • PIIUI • Gourmet Colic* • Ltoana
• i ....ti-. • K.i. h... i.i.1,.1. • <,i... Jaia ■ StB||«d Aalaaala
• Gill Sift ' M>«* • ■
• Paaclla • Paae ■ Etaaere
• Stallaaara ' -- «•■ • lava ' Hallday Niicliailia
• Wlraat ' Caaiball Meaalaea • Gill Parhaalaa; ..da la era'et

BY THE PINCH OR THE POUND

Friday Magazine/Deceakcr I, HOT

SUNDAY AFTERNOON DECEMBER 10,1989
11:00
11:30
12:00 1 12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
Sportsctr
|NFL Today
NFL Football: New Orleans Saints at Buffalo Bias
O Neighbor Import

o
0
0

s
0
o
o
m

Gardener

Best Years

Milling Place

Randy Ayer* Jay Ed.

Face Nation

Shut-ins

Mats

HSQuU

World Tom

OnUBrWdty

Canada

5:00

] NHL Hockey: Los Angeles Kings at Quebec Norrjquee

Movie: "Three O'clock High"

NFL Live

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

dose-Up

Business

WalSt.

To Poland VWh Love

The Nutcracker

Easier

5:30

Earth Odyssey
NFL Football: Regional Coverage

"Wntft Qraatotl AlNMe

Movie: "Plnocchto and the Emperor of the Night"

Tennis: ITT Slakes Match

Cousteeu's Rediscovery

One on One

Defense

Travel Mag.

McLaughlin

Firing Une

Market

Movie: "OHverT

Movie: "The Young Pioneers"

New Lass*

4:30

NFL Football: New York Giants at Denver Broncos

NFL Footbefr Regional Coverage

Adam Smith

American Gladiators

4:00

11

NFL Today

Tony Brown's Journal

Talk Sports

HymnSing

3:30

3:00

ODD

Star Tn*: Next Oener.

am

Reporter

NFLGameday

TMC

High Spirits

Movie: "Adventures m Babysitting"

Movie: "Young Pioneers Christmas"

Movie: "Butch Cattidy and the Sundance Kid"

Horse Show: AQA Championship

PGA Golf: Team Championship

|Movie: 'Cross My Heart

Out of World Secret ID

[Charts*

Movie: "Mighty Joe Young"

Superboy

Rich (Famous
Rodeo: PRCA National Finals

|Movie:

UMe Don*Part Two: Little Dorra't Story"

SUNDAY EVENING

o
o
o
a
s
BD
a
e

6:00

6:30

7:30

7:00

8:00

8:30

11:00

11:30

rWWS

Sports Zone Don't Be Afraid

News

Movie: "Dumbo-

Funny Hour

Anne Murray Christmas

Circus Festival of Monte Carlo

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "Money, Power, Murder"

News

NBC News

Magical World of Disney

AnnJisian

Sister Kate

■ Man Against the Mob The Chinatown Murders"

N6WS

Byron Aaen

SaM

ABC N»JW3

Life Goes On

Free Spirit

Homeroom

Movie: "The Golden Chad-

Editors

Snakmaster

Editors

Sign-Off

Sign-Oft

A Colonial Christmas

Nature

Mozart By the Masters

"It's a Wonderful Ufa"

Luciano Pavarota

Movie: "Halo, Dotyl"

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Booker

Wanted

Video

Married...

Open House Utknan

G Shandting Inside Video TBA

Star Search

Booker

Wanted

Video

Married...

Open House Uflman

G. Shandting 2ndChnc.

am

Work) Cup Skiing

NFL Primetime

NFL Footbea: New England Patriots at Miami Dolphins

TMC

Movie:

Casual Sex?"

| Movie: "Alien Nation"

News

CBS News

N#WS
News

CBS News

8:30
Teddy Z

9:00
Murphy B.

9:30

Max* Dad

Design. W.

Monitor

Danger Bay

Rising Damp Degrassi

Assignment Adventure

Wh. Fortune

Jeopardy!

Major Dad

Teddy Z

Murphy 8.

Hogans

Movie: "Lady In a Comer"

Design. W.

USA Today

USA Today
The Doctor Is In

Sign-Off
Spotlight

Kenneth Copetand

SportsCenter

1 Movie: "Adventures in Babysitting

USA Today

12:30

Siskel

NFL Football: Regional

Ventura

12:00

N6WS

Jewel in the Crown

Work) Vision

Nf-L Pnn>©ttfT)6

Movie: "Gaby: A True Story"

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00 | 12:30

Newhart

Doctor

NflWS

Journal

N6W8

Movie: "Santee"

Newhart

Doctor

News

Magnum, P.I.

Newt

Best of Carson

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

ALF

News

ABC News

Cur. Affair

Farmty Feud

MacGyver

NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Los Angeles Rams

French

Business

MacNeJ/Lehrer Newshour

Travels

H.R.H. Prince Charles

Newhart

St. Elsewhere

News

In Concert at the UN.

EastEnders

Business

Say Brother
Sign-Off

Letterman
Nightkne

MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Peter, Paul and Mary Holiday Concert

Rock! UK

Are You

Automania

Boss'

New Beaver

Mama's F.

21 Jump Street

Star Trek: Next Gener.

After Hours

Movie: "Red Flag: The Ultimate Game"

Charles

Alien Nation

Boss'

(acts ol Life Boss?

Family T*s

21 Jump Street

Aaen Nation

News

Jeltersons

Sanlwd

Fa* Guy

EH*

Super cross

SportsLook

NFL Trivia

Na

Celebrity Quail Hunt

Adventure: Amer. Events

Sports

SportsCtr.

NFL Great

TMC

Movie "The Man Who Wasn't There

Doug's Wash & Dry

I

SportsCtr

«*«! AS*

«?c
■

Jr
■J

Where Doing Your *P. &
Laundry is a Pleasure •<.
open

7 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 7 days a week
Drop off service is available.

We will do your laundry for 50'/lb.
($3.00 minimum charge)

Call between 8-5 for more information
352-9096
1045 N. Main

Across from Foodtown

Doug's Wash ft Dry

Mon Mag.

Movie: "Another Woman"

Doug's Wash ft Dry

•8

2

10:30

Movie: "Money, Power, Murder"

This Ok) Mouse

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ej

10:00

MurOer. She Wrote

Movie: "Ofcutl" Cont'd

o
o

I
4

9:30

60 Minutes

MONDAY EVENING DECEMBER 11,1989
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

1

9:00

NFLFootbeK

Dong's Wash ft Dry

| Movie "Cocoon: The Return"

B.G. Elks
JOIN US FOR LUNCH
Our dining room is open to the
public daily Mon. - Fri. 11 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
Banquet catering available for
Office Parties, Reunions, Award Banquets,

Call 352-2149

Na

Movie: "The Deceivers"

Falcon House
Sporting Goods

20%

OPEMHO0SE

Sunday Dee. 10 12-5
OFF BGSU Hockey Jerseys
TUCCC Headway School Jackets
Browns Apparel, ultra sweats ■ crews/pants
Q|p J running tights. O.S.U., U of M apparel, plus
other unadverttsed specie*

TEMS ONE DAY ONLY
113 S. Mom Sti*M*
Downtown M
Hoektoy Strapping Hours Dotty IC-e
Sot tO-5: JO Sun 11-B M2-MK)

^171^

12 aaa Friday Muaane/Decfttr I, 1»W

TUESDAY EVENING DECEMBER 12,1989
6:00
O

o
o

6:30

7:00

News

7:30

8:00

9:00

8:30

CBS News

USA Today

Shaping the Vision

9:30

Babar

Work) Alive

tilth estate

Market PI

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune

Jeopardy'

Rescue 911

Beauty and the Beast

ID

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Matlock

In the Heat ol the Night

ffl

News

ABC News

Cur. Affair

Family feud

Boss?

Roseanne

9

French

Business

©

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshout

Business

Movie: "Dumbo

®

Boss'

New Beaver

Mama

Crimewatch

63

Boss'

Family Ties

Movie: "The Best ot Times"

News

Charles

Facts ol Llle Who's Boss

ESPN Supercross
TMC

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

SportsCtr.

SportsLoc*

Movie: The Big Blue' Cool 0

Wonder Y

Nova

10:30

Man Alive

11:00

Journal

Coach

American Experience

11:30

12:00 | 12:30

News

Newhirl

News

St Elsewhere

Movie: "Gray Lady Down

News

Magnum. P.I.

Midnight Caller

News

Tonight Show

thirtysomtthing

News

Nightline

Hunger in America

EastEnders

Kenny Rogers m Concert: Hobday Special

News

Movers: The Public Mind
Sign-Off

Alter Hours

Movie: "Jane Doe"

Jeffersons

Sanlord

Boxing

Fall Guy

SportsCtr

Movie: "Without a Clue"

Letlerman
Arsenio Hall

Automania

Trial by Jury Movie: "On Golden Pond

College Basketball: Villanova at Connecticut
Firstworks

10:00

Beauty and the Beast

Motors

Movie: "Less Than Zero"

Movie:

Auto Racing
Screwball Hotel"

WEDNESDAY EVENING DECEMBER 13,1989
6:00
O

o
ID
e

6:30

7:00

News
News

7:30

8:30

8:00

CBS News

USA Today

Beauty and the Beast

Raccoons

BcomDers

9:00

9:30

10:00

Jake and the Fatman

11:00

10:30

Wiseguy

Newhart

12:00

Nature of Things

Professionals

News

Movie: "Pygmalion"

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

Beauty and the Beast

Jake and the Fatman

Wiseguy

News

Magnum. P.I.

News

NBC News

Billy Graham Crusade

Unsolved Mysteries

Christmas in America

Quantum Leap

News

Tonight Show

©

News

ABC News

Cur. Affair

Gro. Pains

DoogieH

Julie and Carol

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall

®

French

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Discover Science

Right to Die: A Frontline/Media and Society Special

EastEnders

Art Beat

Video

€D

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Discover Science

Right to Die: A Frontline/Media and Society Special

Served

Automania

Sign-Off

89
09

Boss'

New Beaver

Mama

Crimewatch

Alter Hours

Movie: "Koroshi"

Fads ol Lile Boss?

Family Ties

Best TV Commercials

SportsLoc*

College Basketball: Seton Hal at Rutgers

Charles

Boss'

ESM Supercross
TMC

Movie: "Broadcast News

SportsCtr.
Cont'd

Head Clss.

Anything

Trial by Jury Movie: "Hanna K"
Billy Graham Crusade

Movie: "Dudes"

News

Jeffersons

12:30

St Elsewhere

News

Family Feud

Journal

11:30

News

Sanlord

Letterman

Faff Guy

College Basketball: Missouri at Arkansas

SportsCtr.

Movie: "Colors

Movie:

Racing

Sports

Casual Sex?"

THURSDAY EVENING DECEMBER 14,1989
6:00
O

o
a
0

6:30

News
N6WS

7:00

7:30

CBS News

USA Today

On Road

Space

8:00

8:30

48 Hours

9:00

9:30

10:00

Island Son

FrontPage

Family

CODCO

News

CBS

mm

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

48 Hours

Island Son

News

NDO

rwws

Bay Graham Crusade

Cosby Show Dil World

Cheers

Mission Impossible

Young Riders

10:30

11:00

Knots Landing
Kids in the Hall

Dear John

Journal

11:30

12:00

12:30

News

Newhart

St. Elsewhere

News

Barry Mamlow. SRO on Broadway

Knots Landing

News

Magnum, P.I.'

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Primetime Live

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall

Letterman

m
m
o

News

ABC News

Cur Affair

French

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am

Try Times

Mystery'

Moyers/Campbell/Myth

EastEnders

Time Out

Sports Rpt

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Ok) House

Old House

Mystery'

Mysteryi

Served

Automania

Sign-Off

S3

Boss?

New Beaver

Mama

Crimewatch

Trial by Jury Movie: "Great Expectations'

Alter Hours

Movie: "Marriage Is Alive and Wei"

69

Boss?

Family Ties

Freddy Freeloader

Facts ol Life Boss?
SportsLook

ESPN
TMC

Charles

Movie:

Family Feud

College OMketbtt Nebraska at Creighton

The Princess Bride

more than just copies!
Typsetting, Word Processing,
Quality Offset Printing, Flyers,
Posters, Resumes, Screen Printing,
Laminating, Trophies and Plaques,
Copies '
§5L>~~
117 E. Court St.
352-4068

Movie "Bloodsporf'

BHIy Graham Crusade

News

Jeffersons

Sanlord

SportsCtr.

College Basketball: Idaho at Wash. St.

College Basketball: Tulsa at Kansas State
|Movie: "The Emerald Forest

Fall Guy

| Movie "Alien Nation"

